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Preface

Over 50 years have passed since the proposed “close chest cardiac massage” by Kouwen‐
hoven and the “race against the D(eath)-time,” and the challenge for better outcomes re‐
mains. On one hand, we have moved to a more holistic approach—from cardiac massage to
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) to advance life support (ALS), while research on a
more personalized approach is growing.

Today, assisted-device CPR, alternative CPR position, e.g. prone-CPR, patient-centric blood
pressure targeted CPR, flow-enhanced CPR, neuroprotection during resuscitation, new
training methods in resource-limited health systems, implementation of phone-assister CPR,
and implantation of venoarterial extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (VA-ECMO), the
so-called E-CPR, are only some of the issues currently being researched.

Within this frame, this book, published by IntechOpen, comes as a natural sequel after the
previous publications on the subject. Divided into two sections, it focuses on specific resus‐
citation topics from the role of the physician in prehospital care to possible future applica‐
tions, such as the use of transthoracic impedance in the field.

The authors offer the reader not only a “vigorous” review of the current literature but also a
research path for further advancement. A path proves that resuscitation is anything but an
exhausted subject for both the clinician and the researcher.

Theodoros K. Aslanidis MD, PhD
Anesthesiology-Intensive Care

Pre hospital Emergency Medicine
Intensive Care Unit

St. Paul General Hospital
Thessaloniki, Greece
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1. Introduction: emergency medical services as medical subspecialty

Almost 45 years since the inception of first modern emergency medical services (EMS) in 
the United States with the Highway Safety Act of 1966 and the EMS Services Development 
Act of 1973 [1, 2], the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS) voted in 2011 to create 
a new physician subspecialty called “emergency medical services” [3]. The American Board 
of Emergency Medicine was named the parent board for this subspecialty and held its first 
board certification exam in 2013.

The first suggestions about an EMS subspecialty head back to late 1990s by the creation of an 
ABEM task force and later, in 2001, by National Association of Emergency Medical Society 
Physicians (NAEMSP’s EMS Physician) Certification Task Force. Yet, it took another ten years 
and the continuous tremendous advance in prehospital care in the last decades that finally led 
to the new emergency medicine subspecialty [4].

Today, the list of the existing subspecialties of emergency medicine [5] is:

• anesthesiology critical care medicine,

• emergency medical services,

• hospice and palliative medicine,

• internal medicine-critical care medicine,

• medical toxicology,

• pain medicine,

• pediatric emergency medicine,

© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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• sports medicine, and

• undersea and hyperbaric medicine;

thus covering almost all kinds of emergency medical care.

However, outside US, emergency medical systems are considered a relative new addition 
to the Healthcare systems [2]. Even now (2018), the state of EMS still varies drastically from 
developed to developing countries [6].

Within the aforementioned frame, the present article aims at describing the possible roles of 
the EMS physician.

2. The role of EMS physician

2.1. On scene

EMS personnel are recognized as the extension of the physician in the field, a “delegated prac-
titioner.” Even though the current level of training in other EMS personnel (EMTs, Paramedics) 
is continuously raising, active involvement of the physicians in prehospital emergency care 
of patients is still needed.

There are several studies about out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA), synthesized in a recent 
meta-analysis [7], that suggests that EMS-physician-guided CPR in OHCA is associated with 
improved survival outcomes. Yet, due to the fact that the meta-analysis is based solely on 
observational studies, some authors doubt its results [8]. The same dispute is ongoing when 
it comes to single country studies about the same subject [9]. On the contrary, in cases of 
traumatic OHCA and in cases of severe injured patients, the presence of an EMS physician on 
the field is related with increased survival [10–12].

2.2. Beyond direct patient care

The high level of EMS personnel allows the system to work, most of the time, independently 
on the scene. Yet, the role of EMS physician extent beyond direct patient care; as he can serve 
as a coordinator or team leader, as an EMS educator, as the legal component of the system, as 
the patient advocate, or as the link between EMS and the hospital health care [13].

Thus, EMS physician can serve as the ideal Medical Director that can provide management, 
supervision, and guidance in an effort to assure quality of care [14]. The recent American College 
of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) policy statement gives the main principles of the role [15].

2.3. The challenge for the best EMS physicians’ utilization

Though recognition of EMS subspecialty seems to create a new dynamic in prehospital 
emergency medicine, the optimum way of utilization of EMS physicians remains a question. 

Special Topics in Resuscitation4

Even in the US, EMS agencies have significant practice variability with regard to quality 
improvement resources, medical direction, and specific clinical quality measures [16]. At the 
same time, there is a lack of share in understanding of which quality indicators to be used 
by physician-staffed EMS [17]. The heterogeneity of EMS systems in terms of organization 
(Anglo-American concept or European), equipment availability, staffing (EMTs, paramed-
ics, EMS physicians, anesthesiologists, etc.), and level of training, on the one hand, and the 
national or regional determinants of prehospital healthcare system (geographical, socioeco-
nomic factors, etc.), on the other hand, make it even harder to find the answer.

The formation of a self-regulatory quality improvement system (SQIS) with flexible model 
of best human recourse utilization, adapted to the data feedback from the local or regional 
characteristics of EMS utilization, may be the most prudent way for resolving the problem.
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Abstract

In hospitalized patients, cardiorespiratory collapse mostly occurs after a distinct period of 
deterioration. This deterioration can be discovered by a systematic quantification of a set of 
clinical parameters. The combination of such a detection system—to identify patients at risk 
in an early stage —and a rapid response team—which can intervene immediately—can be 
implemented to prevent life-threatening situations and reduce the incidence of in-hospital 
cardiac arrests outside the intensive care setting. The effectiveness of both of these systems 
is influenced by the used trigger criteria, the number of rapid response team (RRT) activa-
tions, the in- or exclusion of patients with a DNR code >3, proactive rounding, the team 
composition, and its response time. Each of those elements should be optimized for maxi-
mal efficacy, and both systems need to work in tandem with little delay between patient 
deterioration, accurate detection, and swift intervention. Dependable diagnostics and 
scoring protocols must be implemented, as well as the organization of a 24/7 vigilant and 
functional experienced RRT. This implies a significant financial investment to provide an 
only sporadically required fast intervention and sustained alertness of the people involved.

Keywords: early warning score, rapid response team, in-hospital cardiac arrest, 
proactive rounding

1. Introduction

While the organization and optimization of resuscitation of in-hospital cardiorespira-
tory collapse already receives due attention, there is a growing consciousness that a more 
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proactive strategy by improved detection of deteriorating patients and adequate interven-
tion may prevent many inpatient deaths. This awareness is reflected in the 5 Million Lives 
campaign [1].

In the UK, the incidence of in-hospital cardiac arrest is 1.6/1000 hospital admissions [2]. Still, 
between 25 and 67% of the successfully in-hospital resuscitated patients die during the first 
24 h after the return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) [3]. In comparison, the survival to 
discharge after in-hospital cardiopulmonary resuscitation for cardiac arrest in nonelderly 
(18–64 years) in the US (2007–2012) was reported as only 30.4% and for patients >18 years as 
27.4% [4, 5].

Particularly, in-hospital cardiorespiratory collapse is more frequently caused by preventable 
or correctable factors like respiratory problems or sepsis, compared to prehospital cardio-
respiratory collapse, which is more frequently preceded by sudden, unexpected causes like 
cardiac rhythm disturbances or trauma [6].

In general, patients admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) from hospital wards have a 
higher mortality risk compared to patients from theaters, postoperative recovery, or the emer-
gency department. As such, there should be a focus on hospital wards to recognize patients 
who are critically ill prior to cardiopulmonary collapse [7].

Several studies have identified physiological abnormalities as a marker for clinical deteriora-
tion. Kause et al. [8] identified threatened airway, respiratory rate < 5, respiratory rate > 36, 
pulse rate < 40, pulse rate > 140, systolic blood pressure < 90 mmHg, fall of GCS by two points 
or more, and prolonged seizure activity. Goldhill et al. [9] defined the level of consciousness, 
heart rate, age, systolic pressure, and respiratory rate as predictive markers.

Based on a combination of those parameters, multiple scoring systems to identify patients at 
risk have been conceived, but they often lack validation [10].

Experience teaches that an exclusive implementation of a cardiac arrest team is both inef-
fective and expensive [7]. Keeping such a team continuously operational requires a signifi-
cant financial investment [11], and the outcome remains poor [12]. Likewise, even advanced 
detection strategies, based on scoring systems to identify deteriorating patients, produced 
disappointing results [13]. This might be owing to a lack of validation of the scoring system 
[14]. In the MERIT study, a medical emergency team was implemented in 12 hospitals, and 
the outcome was compared with 11 other hospitals without such a team. The implementation 
of the team “greatly increased emergency team calling, but did not substantially affect the 
incidence of cardiac arrest, unplanned ICU admissions, or unexpected death“. In this study, a 
rapid response team was implemented but still with disappointing results, which may be due 
to the lack of a reliable early warning system [12].

Above all, both afferent and efferent components are needed to be effective: a track-and-
trigger system must be organized to firstly detect deteriorating patients early with suitable 
sensitivity and specificity, followed by a fast intervention by a professional team to optimize 
the treatment or bring the patient to an intensive care unit.

Special Topics in Resuscitation10

The managerial task for enabling such an effective program is, therefore, the implementation 
of reliable early identification of patient deterioration, followed by a fast and appropriate 
response without significantly increasing nurse workload and without turning ward areas 
into ICUs [15]. It consists of two separate systems working in tandem: an early warning sys-
tem and a rapid response team.

Repetitive nursing staff education must provide fast and reliable patient scoring with high 
sensitivity and acceptable specificity. Secondly, to permit swift intervention when neces-
sary, a dedicated hospital informatics system is required enabling the RRT to view all the 
patients in the hospital. Thirdly, detection of a deteriorating patient must prompt swift 
intervention.

2. The EWS scoring system

The British National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence documented in the National 
Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) 2007 guidelines [16] that physiologi-
cal track and trigger systems should be used to monitor all adult patients and facilitate the 
recognition of patient deterioration. According to the scoring (low, medium, or high score 
group), a graded response strategy should be followed (Figure 1). A score is given to different 

Figure 1. Example of a formalized decision process with graded response.
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physiological measurements, which are often already routinely measured and recorded in 
hospitals. The magnitude of the score reflects how extreme the parameter deviates from the 
norm. The different scores are aggregated and uplifted for people requiring oxygen [17]. 
Depending on each calculated score, the algorithm provides a recommendation. At moder-
ate scores, the frequency of subsequent clinical monitoring is increased to enable accelerated 
detection of deterioration. At higher scores, an increasingly urgent clinical assessment up to 
emergency intervention is triggered [17].

In the past, several scoring systems were proposed, where the weight allocated to each 
parameter defines the sensitivity of the final score to trigger a response. An expert working 
group reviewed the weightings used in a number of early warning score (EWS) systems such 
as the VitalPAC early warning score (ViEWS) [18] and made small adjustments based on the 
clinical opinion from the working group [17]. Different approaches can be proposed with 
divergent consideration and often conflicting priorities. In clinical practice, a scoring system 
needs to be integrated into daily practice and should, therefore, be user friendly and not too 
complex. Failure to meet this requirement will result in noncompliance and unreliable scor-
ing. As such, the features of a system aiming for 100% sensitivity and specificity will differ 
from a convenient screening tool. The group also recommended a color-coded clinical chart 
to aid identification of abnormal clinical parameters.

2.1. Different parameters

Known statistically significant risk factors for cardiac arrest are as follows: abnormal respira-
tory rate, abnormal breathing, abnormal pulse, reduced systolic blood pressure, abnormal 
temperature, reduced pulse oximetry, chest pain, and nurse or doctor concern [19].

In addition, several clinical observations are significant predictors of mortality: decrease in 
Glasgow Coma score by two points, onset of coma, hypotension <90 mmHg, respiratory 
rate < 6/min, oxygen saturation < 90%, and bradycardia >30/min [20].

The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) [16] and the National Early 
Warning Score (NEWS) Development and Implementation Group [17] recommended:

• Pulse rate

Tachycardia can reflect pyrexia, pain, general distress, cardiac arrhythmia, or circulatory com-
promise such as in sepsis, volume depletion, or cardiac failure. Bradycardia can be induced 
by medication, hypothermia, central nervous system (CNS) depression, heart block, and 
hypothyroidism.

• Respiratory rate

The respiratory rate is frequently the first parameter to change in the advent of clinical dete-
rioration. Tachypnea can be induced by pain, distress, sepsis, CNS disturbance, and metabolic 
disturbance. Bradypnea can be due to CNS depression or narcosis [21]. Respiratory deteriora-
tion is one of the most common reasons for ICU admission. Early identification and treatment 
of these patients may, therefore, reduce ICU admission. Increased risk factors are chronic 
respiratory disease, sedation outside the operating room, and administration of patients who 
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receive opioids [15]. The respiratory rate is elevated significantly above normal in a majority 
of patients with cardiac arrest [22] and is predictive of cardiac arrest [23].

• Systolic blood pressure

Hypertension can be a manifestation of cardiovascular disease or be a consequence of pain. 
Hypotension can be due to rhythm disturbance, CNS depression or naturally low blood pres-
sure, or can reflect circulatory compromise such as sepsis, volume depletion, or cardiac fail-
ure. Hypotension is more indicative of acute illness than hypertension. Importantly, a change 
of systolic blood pressure was identified as an independent predictor of cardiac arrest [19], 
although earlier reports had concluded the opposite [23].

• Level of consciousness

This is quantified by alert-reaction to voice-reaction to pain-unresponsive (AVPU). This score 
is assessed in sequence and records only one outcome. Agitation also counts as an indepen-
dent scoring point. Confusion is not part of the AVPU assessment, but recently developed 
confusion or worsening of confusion is a major concern and must trigger urgent clinical 
evaluation. Consciousness just failed statistical significance to predict cardiac arrest but was 
considered clinically significant, and therefore it was incorporated into the activation criteria 
[19]. Moreover, prior research had shown that 42% of the patients with cardiac arrest had 
alterations in mental function [22].

• Oxygen saturation

This is not always incorporated in the scores owing to the necessity for additional hardware. 
Pulse oximetry, however, is noninvasive and permits a rapid indication of oxygen levels but 
may be misleading due to false positive alarms. Pattern recognition of the waveform may 
improve the accuracy of these measurements [15]. Pulse oximetry cannot replace measure-
ment of the respiratory rate [19], for which capnography is sometimes put forward as an 
alternative.

• Temperature, as a measure of pyrexia or hypothermia

• The requirement of supplemental oxygen for patients, which includes routine oxygen 
delivery by mask or nasal cannula. If present, a weighting score of two should be added, 
because patients are at greater clinical risk.

In a model reported in 2005, aiming to predict the need for intervention, all physiological 
components except temperature contributed significantly. Additionally, in the model predict-
ing hospital outcome, all components except temperature and heart rate contributed [24]. 
Moreover, a higher number of events experienced by a patient were correlated with a higher 
risk of mortality [20].

In addition to the components included in the National Early Warning Score of the UK 
(NEWS), several variables are known risk factors for patient deterioration. The mortality 
increases significantly with age, although including age in the model offers little practical 
benefit in this context [18, 23, 25]. The urine output is essential for some patients, but it is not 
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available at first assessment and is not routinely performed. It is recommended that it should 
only be assessed when clinically appropriate [16, 17]. Pain scores are included in the chart in 
NEWS but are not part of the aggregated scoring system.

Gender, ethnicity, and obesity alter several values, but this is not considered in most scor-
ing systems. Likewise, during pregnancy, most parameters are modified. Conventional 
EWS triggers are therefore inapplicable in patients who are pregnant [17]. Several variables 
and comorbidities are for now not included in the EWS but may improve the model upon 
improved modeling. Abdominal pain, for instance, is not considered statistically significant 
in general but may be relevant in specific subpopulations [19]. Likewise, immunosuppression 
or other conditions may require disease-specific scoring systems. In addition, the inclusion 
of routine laboratory tests does not add sufficient consistency to be included in current EWS 
models [22], but advances in hospital informatics may change this in the future.

2.2. Scoring algorithms

The modified early warning score [26] prescribes a minimum frequency of monitoring of 12 h 
unless a decision has been made at a senior level to increase or decrease this frequency for 
an adult patient [17, 27]. If abnormal values are detected, the frequency of monitoring should 
increase [16]. The threshold should regularly be reviewed to optimize sensitivity and specific-
ity [16]. Several strategies were explored to trigger the response [16]:

• Single-parameter system:

This consists of periodic observations of selected vital signs that are compared with a sim-
ple set of criteria with predefined thresholds, with a response algorithm being activated 
when any of the criteria are met [20, 28]. Advantages of such a system are its ease of use and 
reproducibility. A significant disadvantage is that it permits only limited grade response 
strategy, and has low sensitivity, resulting in a lot of false negatives.

• Multiparameter system

This response algorithm requires more than one criterion to be met, or the response differs 
according to the number of criteria met [9, 24]. This strategy allows monitoring and graded 
response strategy and has a higher sensitivity [29] but is expensive—owing to increased 
clinical contact time and additional equipment—and has low specificity when only one 
abnormal observation is present.

• Aggregate scoring system

Weighted scores are assigned to physiological values and compared with predefined trig-
ger thresholds [19, 26, 30]. Since this permits simple monitoring and a graded response 
strategy, it is widely used. It is however also expensive and is prone to human errors. The 
specificity and sensitivity depend on the used cut-off value.

• Combination system:

This strategy is defined as multiple parameter systems used in combination with aggregate 
weighted scoring systems.
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While more time-consuming, an aggregate weighted scoring system is more sensitive than 
single parameter systems and therefore promoted in most guidelines [29].

2.3. Specific EWS systems

Clusters of hospitals often use the same scoring system. For instance, the patient-at-risk score 
(PARS) [24] is used in all hospitals of the Worcestershire Mental Help Partnership Trust. It 
facilitates patient and staff transfer between hospitals within the Trust. A particular purpose 
of nation-wide standardized systems, such as NEWS in the UK, is to avoid a lack of familiarity 
with local systems.

Importantly, NEWS cannot be used in children, pregnant women, or patients with chronically 
disturbed physiology, for example, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), for which 
alternative systems are needed [17]. Such specific scoring systems are proposed for patients 
with chronic respiratory disease (e.g., CREWS – S-NEWS [31], sequential sepsis-related organ 
failure assessment [qSOFA]), and systemic inflammatory response syndrome [SIRS]) or in 
patients with suspected sepsis [32]. Implementation of a proposed pediatric scoring system 
(Bedside PEWS) however did not result in reduced mortality [33]. A specific neonatal trigger 
score (Neonati), however, showed better than PEWS [34].

2.4. Hospital informatics

To optimize the effectiveness of the RRT, particularly in case of automated recordings, the 
informatics system of the hospital should provide an electronic dashboard showing all hos-
pital patients in a single view, ranked by EWS score and updated in real time. This permits 
immediate notification of deviant scores and swift intervention. Such a display also allows the 
RRT to take a proactive approach to see patients, monitor patients and review patients at risk, 
rather than relying exclusively on bedside nurses to activate the RRT. Until further research, 
the clinical benefit of an electronic dashboard remains unproven [35]. Nevertheless, it has a 
very promising advantage that it permits an active search for the patients who are the most 
at risk in the hospital. This allows the RRT to visit and eventually treat the patients in the 
ward proactively. In addition, the electronic dashboard can also be considered an approach to 
reduce alert fatigue in the RRT.

2.5. EWS scoring as standard-of-care

Of particular importance for optimal performance is the managerial endorsement that the 
EWS assessments and consequential RRT interventions are a hospital-wide standard-of-care 
protocol. As such, all measurements are standardized nursing measures for which no permis-
sion or instruction of the physician is required. Only individualized opting-out is possible, 
but this must be prescribed for each individual patient as a written medical order if deemed 
suitable.

2.6. DNR registration

In patients with a do not resuscitate (DNR) code higher than 3, the RRT will not be mobilized. 
Still, also when the RRT is mobilized, they will consider the DNR code in further patient 
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While more time-consuming, an aggregate weighted scoring system is more sensitive than 
single parameter systems and therefore promoted in most guidelines [29].
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the clinical benefit of an electronic dashboard remains unproven [35]. Nevertheless, it has a 
very promising advantage that it permits an active search for the patients who are the most 
at risk in the hospital. This allows the RRT to visit and eventually treat the patients in the 
ward proactively. In addition, the electronic dashboard can also be considered an approach to 
reduce alert fatigue in the RRT.

2.5. EWS scoring as standard-of-care

Of particular importance for optimal performance is the managerial endorsement that the 
EWS assessments and consequential RRT interventions are a hospital-wide standard-of-care 
protocol. As such, all measurements are standardized nursing measures for which no permis-
sion or instruction of the physician is required. Only individualized opting-out is possible, 
but this must be prescribed for each individual patient as a written medical order if deemed 
suitable.

2.6. DNR registration

In patients with a do not resuscitate (DNR) code higher than 3, the RRT will not be mobilized. 
Still, also when the RRT is mobilized, they will consider the DNR code in further patient 
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management. The awareness of the importance of the DNR code on the RRT interventions 
will often also result in its more correct and timely registration. The subsequently improved 
decision-making regarding patient suitability for DNR orders can be one of the explanations 
of reduced incidence of resuscitations in several reports [29].

3. The rapid response team

3.1. Organization of the response

After reliable identification of patients at risk, the efferent component of the system must be 
initiated as fast as possible. The first report about the institution of RRTs is dated from 1995 
[36]. Initially, in-hospital interventions were also assigned to the regular medical emergency 
team, but soon specific teams were “tailored to the specific population it serves” [29].

Likewise, the decision to mobilize the RRT was initially left to the personal assessment of 
the nurse, but in subsequent improvements, the decision-making process was increasingly 
formalized. An example of such a formalized decision process is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Composition of the team

The composition of the current teams varies between different countries and care systems 
[8, 29]. Of utmost importance, effective inter-professional communication between and among 
nurses and doctors is essential for an adequate response [37]. There is still discussion about 
whether a physician should be part of the RRT, and a meta-analysis did not identify the pres-
ence of a physician to be significantly associated with mortality reduction [38]. In addition, the 
effect of the presence of a physician might be different in university hospitals versus commu-
nity hospitals, and the response to deterioration might be most effective when a clinician leads 
it [29]. A recent comprehensive review concluded that there is evidence that RRTs are effective 
in reducing readmission to ICU (2+) and in reducing hospital mortality (2+) [29].

Hospitalist physicians have been integrated on the general wards in US hospitals since 1996 
[39] and might be useful members of the rapid response team. These hospitalists are mostly 
specialized in general internal medicine and have a coordinating function with a focus on the 
general medical care of hospitalized patients [40]. Not only are they an important information 
pool for patients, family members, nurses, and consultants, they also can assign additional 
diagnostic and therapeutic activities in case of urgent situations [40]. A positive effect of the 
introduction of hospitalists on the patients’ average length of hospital stay and total hospital 
costs has already been demonstrated [39] but seems to be dependent on the hospitalist work-
load [41]. Including a hospital physician in the rapid response team can immediately increase 
the knowledge of a specific patient and decrease the code call rate. However, it does not seem 
to affect the general hospital mortality rate [42].

Recently, it is believed that there is a need for an acute care physician or so-called resusci-
tationist who cooperates with specialized trauma surgeons [43]. Currently, there is no data 
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present which evaluate the effect of the resuscitationist on the outcome of the patient popula-
tion [44]. Since these physicians are specialized in resuscitation, trauma, and critically ill and 
emergency patients [44] they might have essential skills to participate in the RRT.

Similar to other physicians, both the acute care physician and hospitalist can bring valuable 
knowledge to the RRT but are often not able to prioritize RRT calls due to additional tasks and 
a usually high workload. In practice, a specialized nurse-driven team is therefore often neces-
sary to guarantee an immediate RRT response, while close communication and cooperation 
with specialized physicians are expected to improve the decision-making process.

3.3. Organization of 24/7 availability

Because of the significant financial cost of a 24/7 operational RRT, while the team is not per-
forming interventions most of the time, they are often attributed other responsibilities within 
the hospital. It is however imperative that absolute priority is given to the necessary monitoring 
and interventions to preserve its full effect. When the RRT is not operational 100% of the time, 
there exists a significant risk that during the absence of the trained RRT, its responsibilities are 
passed back on the most inexperienced members of the clinical team [29]. Following the NEWS 
guidelines, the RRT should be free of other clinical responsibilities and available 24/7 [17].

3.4. Educational component

In addition to the implementation of the EWS and RRT, a strong and sustained educational 
component is of vital importance toward both reducing cardiac arrests and improving deci-
sion-making [29]. Recent studies have shown that for an RRT to be successful, it must be 
implemented with a continuing medical education program [45]. A nurse-driven approach 
often lowers the threshold for effective communication, improving the educational effect on 
the nursing staff, ultimately leading to more accurate detection of patient deterioration.

4. Impact of EWS-RRT implementation

The impact of EWS-RRT implementation has been extensively described and resumed in a 
comprehensive review [29]. Beneficial effects have been shown for specific outcomes, but a 
comparison is difficult owing to heterogeneities, including but not limited to study design, 
team composition, duration, RRT area, and nomenclature [38]. As such, standardized report-
ing is needed to enable comparative analysis [46]. Decreases have been reported in the inci-
dence of cardiac arrest [47–50] and in cardiac arrest mortality [49, 51]. A reported decrease in 
in-hospital mortality of 1580 lives in the study population would extrapolate to over 100,000 
lives saved in Western Europe [50, 52].

The economic implications of an implementation are difficult to measure [11], as the cost of 
the monitoring outreach team and additional costs at ward level, the use of equipment, and 
clinical contact time must be compared to the reduction in ICU admissions/readmissions [16].
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An unexpected additional advantage may be a more accurate registration of the DNR code 
[50]. As the RRT improves the quality of care via early identification/reversal of physiological 
decompensation, this may lead to a more timely activation of palliative therapies and as such 
enhanced end-of-life care [53].

5. Pitfalls during the implementation

The response of the RRT may suffer from excessive false alerts, making the team desensitized, 
leading to alarm fatigue [15, 38, 54]. This underlines the necessity of a scoring system with 
sufficient specificity, such as an aggregate score like EWS.

Manual registration of some variables, such as the respiratory rate, might incite the recording 
of inaccurate values to limit subsequent burden. Moreover, it is generally recommended that 
the respiratory rate be counted over a whole minute or two 30 s intervals, and this procedure 
can represent a significant investment in nursing time in the ward setting, such that accurate 
rates may only be recorded as little as 37% of the time [15]. The respiratory rate is therefore 
often particularly poorly recorded, although it may be the most important early manifestation 
of critical illness [7, 21]. The long-term effectiveness of the program may also decrease in the 
absence of periodic training and therefore requires continued educational investment [51].

6. Conclusions

The prevention of in-hospital resuscitations requires a “whole system” approach, consisting 
of a reliable EWS, combined with an effective RRT, sustained feedback, and focused educa-
tion. In addition to the implementation of the dedicated systems and teams, its effectiveness 
necessitates a changing culture of the whole organization.
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Abstract

The majority of newborn infants make the transition from fetal-to-neonatal live without
help. However, around 20% of newborn infants fail to initiate breathing at birth. In these
cases, the clinical team has to provide respiratory support, which remains the cornerstone
of neonatal resuscitation. This chapter will discuss respiratory support during neonatal
resuscitation in both term and preterm infants. The chapter will discuss the respiratory
fetal-to-neonatal transition, use of oxygen, mask ventilation and their pitfalls, the applica-
tion of sustained inflation, positive end expiratory pressure, continuous positive airway
pressures, and whether extremely low birth weight infants should be intubated immedi-
ately after birth or supported noninvasively.

Keywords: delivery room, resuscitation, newborn, infants

1. Introduction

Before birth, the fetus uses the placenta for gas exchange; however, immediately after birth, the
infants has to clear lung liquid fluid and replace it with air, start spontaneous breathing,
establish a functional residual capacity (FRC) in order to achieve gas exchange [1–3]. Approx-
imately 85% of babies born at term will initiate spontaneous respirations within 10 to 30 sec-
onds of birth, an additional 10% will respond during drying and stimulation, approximately
3% will initiate respirations after PPV, 2% will be intubated to support respiratory function,
and 0.1% will require CC and/or epinephrine to achieve this transition [4–6]. When newborns
fail to initiate spontaneous breathing, the International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation
(ILCOR) recommend several steps to support the transition of newborn infants [4–6]. The
initial steps of stabilization algorithm include providing warmth to maintain a normal body
temperature by drying the infant, clearing any secretion if needed by using suction, and
stimulating the infant to initiate breathing [4–6]. If these steps are unsuccessful, the clinical
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Figure 1. NRP algorithm.
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team must initiate mask positive pressure ventilation (PPV) using a face mask and a ventilation
device [4–6]. Adequate ventilation is the cornerstone of successful neonatal resuscitation;
therefore, it is mandatory that anybody involved in neonatal resuscitation is trained in mask
ventilation techniques [4–6]. In the rare cases (0.1% in term infants) where mask PPV is
unsuccessful, more extensive resuscitation measures (chest compression (CC) and epinephrine)
are needed (Figure 1) [4–6]. This chapter will discuss these various steps during stabilization/
resuscitation of term infants in the delivery room (DR).

2. Initial steps of stabilization (drying, suction, and stimulation)

The initial steps of newborn stabilization/resuscitation are to maintain normal temperature of
the infant, position the infant in a “sniffing” position to open the airway, clear secretions if
needed with a bulb syringe or suction catheter, dry the infant, and stimulate the infant [4–6].
Most newborn infants are breathing or crying and have good tone immediately after birth [7, 8].
However, they must be dried and kept warm to avoid hypothermia, which can happenwhile the
baby is lying on the mother’s chest to avoid separation of mother and baby [4–6]. Maintaining
normal temperature after birth is crucial due to a dose-dependent increase in mortality for
temperatures <36.5�C [9]. Simple interventions (e.g., skin-to-skin contact or kangaroo mother
care, plastic wrap, radiant warmer, thermal mattress, or warmed humidified resuscitation gases)
to prevent hypothermia during transition (birth until 1 to 2 hours of life) can reduce mortality [4–
6, 10, 11]. Maternal hyperthermia in labor is associated with adverse neonatal effects including
increased mortality, neonatal seizures, and adverse neurologic states like encephalopathy [4–6].
Similarly, neonatal hyperthermia >38.0�C should be avoided due to the potential associated risks
[4–6].

Suctioning immediately after birth, whether with a bulb syringe or suction catheter, should only
be done if the airway appears obstructed or if PPV is required [4–6]. Avoiding unnecessary
suctioning helps prevent the risk of induced bradycardia due to suctioning of the nasopharynx
[4–6]. The presence of meconium-stained amniotic fluid may indicate fetal distress and increases
the risk that the infant will require resuscitation after birth; therefore, a team that includes an
individual skilled in tracheal intubation should be present at the time of birth [4–6]. Any infant
who is vigorous with good respiratory effort and muscle tone may stay with their mother to
receive the initial steps of newborn care [4–6]. Any infant presenting with poor muscle tone and
inadequate breathing efforts after being born through meconium-stained amniotic fluid should
receive the initial steps of resuscitation under a radiant warmer [4–6]. PPV should be initiated if
the infant is not breathing or the heart rate is less than 100/min after the initial steps are
completed [4–6]. Routine intubation for tracheal suction in this setting is not suggested, because
there is insufficient evidence to continue recommending this practice [4–6].

Tactile stimulation including warming, drying, and rubbing the back or the soles of the feet is
recommended in the current ILCOR guidelines [4–6]. Tactile stimulation is the first step to
stimulate spontaneous breathing in newborn infants [4–6]. Retrospective studies reported a
large variability in the use of tactile stimulation during the stabilization of infants at birth [12].
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Figure 1. NRP algorithm.
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team must initiate mask positive pressure ventilation (PPV) using a face mask and a ventilation
device [4–6]. Adequate ventilation is the cornerstone of successful neonatal resuscitation;
therefore, it is mandatory that anybody involved in neonatal resuscitation is trained in mask
ventilation techniques [4–6]. In the rare cases (0.1% in term infants) where mask PPV is
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be done if the airway appears obstructed or if PPV is required [4–6]. Avoiding unnecessary
suctioning helps prevent the risk of induced bradycardia due to suctioning of the nasopharynx
[4–6]. The presence of meconium-stained amniotic fluid may indicate fetal distress and increases
the risk that the infant will require resuscitation after birth; therefore, a team that includes an
individual skilled in tracheal intubation should be present at the time of birth [4–6]. Any infant
who is vigorous with good respiratory effort and muscle tone may stay with their mother to
receive the initial steps of newborn care [4–6]. Any infant presenting with poor muscle tone and
inadequate breathing efforts after being born through meconium-stained amniotic fluid should
receive the initial steps of resuscitation under a radiant warmer [4–6]. PPV should be initiated if
the infant is not breathing or the heart rate is less than 100/min after the initial steps are
completed [4–6]. Routine intubation for tracheal suction in this setting is not suggested, because
there is insufficient evidence to continue recommending this practice [4–6].

Tactile stimulation including warming, drying, and rubbing the back or the soles of the feet is
recommended in the current ILCOR guidelines [4–6]. Tactile stimulation is the first step to
stimulate spontaneous breathing in newborn infants [4–6]. Retrospective studies reported a
large variability in the use of tactile stimulation during the stabilization of infants at birth [12].
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Furthermore, a recent randomized trial reported an increase in respiratory effort during repet-
itive stimulation compared to standard tactile stimulation with less oxygen requirements
during transport to the NICU [13]. However, it did not reach significance, and further studies
are needed.

2.1. Oxygen delivery during stabilization/resuscitation

The fetal oxygen saturation before birth is between 40 and 60% [14], which increases in
uncompromised term infants within the first 10 minutes following birth to levels between 90
and 100% [15], thus resulting in the appearance of cyanosis during that time [16]. In addition,
clinical assessment of skin color or the lack of cyanosis is a very poor indicator of oxygen
saturation during that period [16–19]. The optimal management of oxygen during neonatal
resuscitation becomes particularly important because of the evidence that either insufficient or
excessive oxygenation can be harmful to the term infant with hypoxia and ischemia are known
to result in injury to multiple organs and hyperoxia causing increased mortality [16, 20, 21].
Therefore, infants >35 weeks’ gestation should be resuscitated in 21% oxygen and oxygen
should be increased only if heart rate does not increase despite adequate ventilation.

3. Mask ventilation

Approximately, 10% of newborns require respiratory support at birth [22]. ILCOR and various
national guidelines recommend techniques and equipment for neonatal resuscitation [4–6]. They
all agree that mask ventilation is the cornerstone of respiratory support immediately after birth
[4–6]. The purpose of PPV is to establish FRC, deliver an adequate VT to facilitate gas exchange,
and stimulate breathing while minimizing lung injury [2]. Several factors can reduce the effec-
tiveness of mask ventilation, including poor face mask technique resulting in leak or airway
obstruction, spontaneous movements of the baby, movements by or distraction of the resuscita-
tor, and procedures such as changing the wraps or fitting a hat [23, 24]. Delivery room studies
have shown that mask PPV is difficult, and mask leak and airway obstruction are common [23–
29]. Both leak and obstruction are usually unrecognized unless expired CO2 detectors or respira-
tory function monitors (RFM) are used [23–29]. In addition, airway maneuvers (e.g., jaw thrust
or chin lift) to maintain airway patency is a crucial step during mask PPV [30].

4. Ventilation devices during respiratory support in the delivery room

There is currently limited evidence to guide clinicians’ choice of the device to be used to
provide PPV in the DR [31]. Self-inflating bags, flow-inflating bags, or T-piece devices may all
be used for mask PPV [4–6]. A self-inflating bag, however, does not provide PEEP or continu-
ous positive airway pressure (CPAP) [32, 33]. An attached PEEP-valve provides inconsistent
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PEEP and cannot deliver CPAP [32–37]. A flow-inflating bag provides variable and operator
dependent PEEP [16, 38]. With a T-piece device more consistent, predetermined levels of PEEP
and PIP can be delivered [34, 35]. In addition, a T-piece device has been shown to be the most
accurate device for delivering a sustained inflation [35, 39–41].

5. Interfaces

5.1. Face mask and nasal prongs

Effective and consistent PPV is important to facilitate lung aeration, establishment of a functional
residual capacity, and gas exchange, which should occur in a predictable manner so that the
clinician can avoid under- or over-inflating the lungs [2, 42–44]. However, PPV is often compli-
cated by mask leak or airway obstruction [23–29]. Currently, clinicians can either use a face mask
or a nasal prong during mask PPV [4–6]; however, face mask ventilation remains the primary
mode of resuscitation. There are a variety of face masks available to provide PPV [25, 45, 46]. The
Fisher & Paykel (F&P) (Fisher & Paykel Healthcare, Auckland, New Zealand) and the Laerdal
round masks are the most commonly used commercially available products [47–52]. Although,
face masks for preterm infants <33 weeks’ do not adequately fit their face [53], the only study
comparing F&P vs. Laerdal masks reported no difference in mask leak during PPV in the DR in
preterm infants <33 weeks’ [25]. Similarly, two studies compared face masks to nasal prongs in
the DR and reported no difference in intubation in the delivery room [45, 46]. These data suggest
that either face mask or nasal prong could be used for PPV in the DR and the focus should rather
be on delivery of an adequate tidal volume to achieve lung aeration.

5.2. Laryngeal mask

Archie Brain, a British anesthetist, described the laryngeal mask airway (LMA) as an alterna-
tive to endotracheal intubation in 1981 [54]. A LMA consists of an airway tube connected
distally to a soft elliptical mask with an inflatable rim to fit over the laryngeal inlet, whereas
the proximal end connects to the ventilation device [54]. LMAs are routinely used in emer-
gency and operating rooms for adult and pediatric anesthesia and ambulance services [55, 56].
In newborn infants, there is increasing evidence from randomized trials [57, 58], suggesting
that a LMA can provide an effective rescue airway during resuscitation if both mask ventila-
tion and endotracheal intubation have been unsuccessful. Current neonatal resuscitation
guidelines recommend the use of LMA in infants >34 weeks’ gestation or > 2000 g birth weight.
Furthermore, LMA have been described during neonatal transport [59–61], provision of
prolonged mechanical ventilation in particular for infants with upper airway abnormalities
[62–64], and surfactant and epinephrine administration [65–69]. Although LMAs are
recommended by various neonatal resuscitation guidelines, they are not routinely used during
neonatal resuscitation [4–6].
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Furthermore, a recent randomized trial reported an increase in respiratory effort during repet-
itive stimulation compared to standard tactile stimulation with less oxygen requirements
during transport to the NICU [13]. However, it did not reach significance, and further studies
are needed.
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The fetal oxygen saturation before birth is between 40 and 60% [14], which increases in
uncompromised term infants within the first 10 minutes following birth to levels between 90
and 100% [15], thus resulting in the appearance of cyanosis during that time [16]. In addition,
clinical assessment of skin color or the lack of cyanosis is a very poor indicator of oxygen
saturation during that period [16–19]. The optimal management of oxygen during neonatal
resuscitation becomes particularly important because of the evidence that either insufficient or
excessive oxygenation can be harmful to the term infant with hypoxia and ischemia are known
to result in injury to multiple organs and hyperoxia causing increased mortality [16, 20, 21].
Therefore, infants >35 weeks’ gestation should be resuscitated in 21% oxygen and oxygen
should be increased only if heart rate does not increase despite adequate ventilation.

3. Mask ventilation

Approximately, 10% of newborns require respiratory support at birth [22]. ILCOR and various
national guidelines recommend techniques and equipment for neonatal resuscitation [4–6]. They
all agree that mask ventilation is the cornerstone of respiratory support immediately after birth
[4–6]. The purpose of PPV is to establish FRC, deliver an adequate VT to facilitate gas exchange,
and stimulate breathing while minimizing lung injury [2]. Several factors can reduce the effec-
tiveness of mask ventilation, including poor face mask technique resulting in leak or airway
obstruction, spontaneous movements of the baby, movements by or distraction of the resuscita-
tor, and procedures such as changing the wraps or fitting a hat [23, 24]. Delivery room studies
have shown that mask PPV is difficult, and mask leak and airway obstruction are common [23–
29]. Both leak and obstruction are usually unrecognized unless expired CO2 detectors or respira-
tory function monitors (RFM) are used [23–29]. In addition, airway maneuvers (e.g., jaw thrust
or chin lift) to maintain airway patency is a crucial step during mask PPV [30].

4. Ventilation devices during respiratory support in the delivery room

There is currently limited evidence to guide clinicians’ choice of the device to be used to
provide PPV in the DR [31]. Self-inflating bags, flow-inflating bags, or T-piece devices may all
be used for mask PPV [4–6]. A self-inflating bag, however, does not provide PEEP or continu-
ous positive airway pressure (CPAP) [32, 33]. An attached PEEP-valve provides inconsistent
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PEEP and cannot deliver CPAP [32–37]. A flow-inflating bag provides variable and operator
dependent PEEP [16, 38]. With a T-piece device more consistent, predetermined levels of PEEP
and PIP can be delivered [34, 35]. In addition, a T-piece device has been shown to be the most
accurate device for delivering a sustained inflation [35, 39–41].

5. Interfaces

5.1. Face mask and nasal prongs

Effective and consistent PPV is important to facilitate lung aeration, establishment of a functional
residual capacity, and gas exchange, which should occur in a predictable manner so that the
clinician can avoid under- or over-inflating the lungs [2, 42–44]. However, PPV is often compli-
cated by mask leak or airway obstruction [23–29]. Currently, clinicians can either use a face mask
or a nasal prong during mask PPV [4–6]; however, face mask ventilation remains the primary
mode of resuscitation. There are a variety of face masks available to provide PPV [25, 45, 46]. The
Fisher & Paykel (F&P) (Fisher & Paykel Healthcare, Auckland, New Zealand) and the Laerdal
round masks are the most commonly used commercially available products [47–52]. Although,
face masks for preterm infants <33 weeks’ do not adequately fit their face [53], the only study
comparing F&P vs. Laerdal masks reported no difference in mask leak during PPV in the DR in
preterm infants <33 weeks’ [25]. Similarly, two studies compared face masks to nasal prongs in
the DR and reported no difference in intubation in the delivery room [45, 46]. These data suggest
that either face mask or nasal prong could be used for PPV in the DR and the focus should rather
be on delivery of an adequate tidal volume to achieve lung aeration.

5.2. Laryngeal mask

Archie Brain, a British anesthetist, described the laryngeal mask airway (LMA) as an alterna-
tive to endotracheal intubation in 1981 [54]. A LMA consists of an airway tube connected
distally to a soft elliptical mask with an inflatable rim to fit over the laryngeal inlet, whereas
the proximal end connects to the ventilation device [54]. LMAs are routinely used in emer-
gency and operating rooms for adult and pediatric anesthesia and ambulance services [55, 56].
In newborn infants, there is increasing evidence from randomized trials [57, 58], suggesting
that a LMA can provide an effective rescue airway during resuscitation if both mask ventila-
tion and endotracheal intubation have been unsuccessful. Current neonatal resuscitation
guidelines recommend the use of LMA in infants >34 weeks’ gestation or > 2000 g birth weight.
Furthermore, LMA have been described during neonatal transport [59–61], provision of
prolonged mechanical ventilation in particular for infants with upper airway abnormalities
[62–64], and surfactant and epinephrine administration [65–69]. Although LMAs are
recommended by various neonatal resuscitation guidelines, they are not routinely used during
neonatal resuscitation [4–6].
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5.3. Oropharyngeal airway

In 1907, Sir Fredrick Hewitt presented the first known artificial oral “air-way” to alleviate
upper airway obstruction, a common problem during general anesthesia [31]. In 1933, Arthur
Guedel presented “the Guedel oropharyngeal airway” [37], designed to hold the tongue away
from the back of the pharynx, thus providing a clear channel for respired gases [70]. An
oropharyngeal airways may be used to open the airway in floppy newborn infants, or if mask
ventilation is ineffective [71–74]. In addition, various surveys evaluating neonatal resuscitation
practice reported that Guedel airways are part of the neonatal resuscitation equipment [50, 75].
Guedel airways for newborn infants come in traditional sizes of 000, 00, and 0. However,
oropharyngeal airways during neonatal resuscitation have not been systematically studied,
and only one trial is currently ongoing comparing an oropharyngeal airway for prevention of
airway obstruction during PPV in preterm infants <34 weeks’ gestation in the DR [49]. Until
further evidence is available, oropharyngeal airway should be used with caution.

6. Ventilation modes

When infants fail to initiate spontaneous breathing, the current neonatal resuscitation guide-
lines recommend mask PPVusing any above described ventilation devices coupled with a face
mask or a nasal prong [4–6]. The purpose of PPV is to establish FRC, deliver an adequate VT to
facilitate gas exchange, and stimulate breathing while minimizing lung injury [2]. The current
neonatal resuscitation guidelines further recommend to use a peak inflation pressure of
around 30 cm H2O, a positive end expiratory pressure of 5 cm H2O when using a T-Piece or a
flow-inflating bag, and a gas flow rate of 10 L/min and 21% oxygen [4–6]. Oxygen should only
be increased if the infant requires chest compression (see the paragraph below), the heart rate
does not increase despite adequate ventilation, or if SpO2 is below the recommend target range
[4–6]. If infants have adequate spontaneous respiration, but remain cyanotic (e.g., SpO2 is
below the recommend target range [4–6]) during the initial stabilization, CPAP using pres-
sures between 5 and 8 cm H2O should be provided using a T-Piece or a flow-inflating bag (see
the paragraph about ventilation devices).

There is no need for any other ventilation modalities (e.g., high frequency ventilation or
mechanical ventilation) in the delivery room, which should be done in the NICU.

7. Surfactant administration

During fetal development, surfactant production starts at around 24–26 weeks’ gestation with
a continuous increase in production up to 36 weeks’ gestation. At that time, the surfactant
production is similar to that of adults. Term infants rarely require surfactant in the delivery
room and surfactant should be given only after the infants have been admitted to the NICU.
Using this approach will allow for a more gentle intubation with recued stress for the resusci-
tation team. Potential indications for surfactant administration include transient tachypnea of
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the newborn, meconium aspiration syndrome, respiratory distress syndrome, pulmonary
hemorrhage, or presumed sepsis with secondary surfactant consumption.

8. Chest compressions

About 0.1% of term infants and up to 15% of preterm infants [76, 77] receive chest compression
(CC) or epinephrine in the DR, which results in �1 million newborn deaths annually world-
wide. Infants who received epinephrine in the DR had a high incidence of mortality (41%) and
short-term neurologic morbidity (57% hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy and seizures) [78].
Furthermore, newborns receiving prolonged CC and epinephrine with no signs of life at
10 minutes following birth have up to 83% mortality, with 93% of survivors suffering
moderate-to-severe disability [79]. Asphyxia could result from either failure of placental gas
exchange before delivery (e.g., abruption and chorioamnionitis) or deficient pulmonary gas
exchange immediately after birth (e.g., pulmonary hypertension) [80]. This condition of
impaired gas exchange with simultaneous hypoxia and hypercapnia is leading to a mixed
metabolic and respiratory acidosis [80]. Newborn infants are typically born with severe
bradycardic or asystole. Current resuscitation guidelines recommend CC if the heart rate
remains <60/min despite adequate PPV with 100% oxygen for 30 seconds; CC should be then
performed at a rate of 90/min with 30 ventilations 3:1 C:V (compression:ventilation) ratio [4–6].
Rationales for using a 3:1 C:V ratio include (i) higher physiological heart rate (120–160/min)
and breathing rates (40–60/min) in newborns compared to adults; (ii) profound bradycardia or
cardiac arrest caused by hypoxia rather than primary cardiac compromise; therefore, provid-
ing ventilation is more likely to be beneficial in neonatal CPR compared to adult CPR [4–6].

However, the optimal C:V ratio that should be used during neonatal resuscitation to optimize
coronary and cerebral perfusion while providing adequate ventilation of an asphyxiated
newborn remains unknown [81]. Studies using newborn piglets with asphyxia-induced car-
diac arrest demonstrated that combining CC with ventilations improves the return of sponta-
neous circulation (ROSC) and neurological outcome at 24 hours compared to ventilations or
CC alone [16, 21]. Animal studies comparing various C:V ratios including 2:1 C:V, 4:1 C:V, 9:3
C:V, and 15:2 C:V to 3:1 C:V reported no difference in ROSC, survival or any other outcomes
[82–84]. These studies suggest that during neonatal CPR, higher C:V ratios do not improve
outcomes, and potentially a higher ventilation rate is needed. Similarly, Schmölzer et al. com-
pared 3:1 C:V CPR with continuous CC with asynchronous ventilations (CCaV) using 90 CC
and 30 non-synchronized inflations. The study reported similar time to ROSC (143 and 114 sec
for 3:1 and CCaV, respectively), and survival (3/8 and 6/8, respectively) [85] suggesting no
advantages of using CCaV compared to 3:1 C:V.

Most recently, a new technique providing CC during a sustained inflation (SI) (CC + SI) has
been proposed, which significantly improved hemodynamics, minute ventilation, and time to
ROSC compared to the 3:1 C:V ratio during resuscitation of asphyxiated newborn piglets [86].
While this first study used a CC rate of 120/min (in the CC + SI group) instead of the
recommended 90/min, further studies using CC rates of 90/min in the same animal model
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5.3. Oropharyngeal airway
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from the back of the pharynx, thus providing a clear channel for respired gases [70]. An
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Guedel airways for newborn infants come in traditional sizes of 000, 00, and 0. However,
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and only one trial is currently ongoing comparing an oropharyngeal airway for prevention of
airway obstruction during PPV in preterm infants <34 weeks’ gestation in the DR [49]. Until
further evidence is available, oropharyngeal airway should be used with caution.

6. Ventilation modes

When infants fail to initiate spontaneous breathing, the current neonatal resuscitation guide-
lines recommend mask PPVusing any above described ventilation devices coupled with a face
mask or a nasal prong [4–6]. The purpose of PPV is to establish FRC, deliver an adequate VT to
facilitate gas exchange, and stimulate breathing while minimizing lung injury [2]. The current
neonatal resuscitation guidelines further recommend to use a peak inflation pressure of
around 30 cm H2O, a positive end expiratory pressure of 5 cm H2O when using a T-Piece or a
flow-inflating bag, and a gas flow rate of 10 L/min and 21% oxygen [4–6]. Oxygen should only
be increased if the infant requires chest compression (see the paragraph below), the heart rate
does not increase despite adequate ventilation, or if SpO2 is below the recommend target range
[4–6]. If infants have adequate spontaneous respiration, but remain cyanotic (e.g., SpO2 is
below the recommend target range [4–6]) during the initial stabilization, CPAP using pres-
sures between 5 and 8 cm H2O should be provided using a T-Piece or a flow-inflating bag (see
the paragraph about ventilation devices).

There is no need for any other ventilation modalities (e.g., high frequency ventilation or
mechanical ventilation) in the delivery room, which should be done in the NICU.

7. Surfactant administration

During fetal development, surfactant production starts at around 24–26 weeks’ gestation with
a continuous increase in production up to 36 weeks’ gestation. At that time, the surfactant
production is similar to that of adults. Term infants rarely require surfactant in the delivery
room and surfactant should be given only after the infants have been admitted to the NICU.
Using this approach will allow for a more gentle intubation with recued stress for the resusci-
tation team. Potential indications for surfactant administration include transient tachypnea of
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the newborn, meconium aspiration syndrome, respiratory distress syndrome, pulmonary
hemorrhage, or presumed sepsis with secondary surfactant consumption.

8. Chest compressions

About 0.1% of term infants and up to 15% of preterm infants [76, 77] receive chest compression
(CC) or epinephrine in the DR, which results in �1 million newborn deaths annually world-
wide. Infants who received epinephrine in the DR had a high incidence of mortality (41%) and
short-term neurologic morbidity (57% hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy and seizures) [78].
Furthermore, newborns receiving prolonged CC and epinephrine with no signs of life at
10 minutes following birth have up to 83% mortality, with 93% of survivors suffering
moderate-to-severe disability [79]. Asphyxia could result from either failure of placental gas
exchange before delivery (e.g., abruption and chorioamnionitis) or deficient pulmonary gas
exchange immediately after birth (e.g., pulmonary hypertension) [80]. This condition of
impaired gas exchange with simultaneous hypoxia and hypercapnia is leading to a mixed
metabolic and respiratory acidosis [80]. Newborn infants are typically born with severe
bradycardic or asystole. Current resuscitation guidelines recommend CC if the heart rate
remains <60/min despite adequate PPV with 100% oxygen for 30 seconds; CC should be then
performed at a rate of 90/min with 30 ventilations 3:1 C:V (compression:ventilation) ratio [4–6].
Rationales for using a 3:1 C:V ratio include (i) higher physiological heart rate (120–160/min)
and breathing rates (40–60/min) in newborns compared to adults; (ii) profound bradycardia or
cardiac arrest caused by hypoxia rather than primary cardiac compromise; therefore, provid-
ing ventilation is more likely to be beneficial in neonatal CPR compared to adult CPR [4–6].

However, the optimal C:V ratio that should be used during neonatal resuscitation to optimize
coronary and cerebral perfusion while providing adequate ventilation of an asphyxiated
newborn remains unknown [81]. Studies using newborn piglets with asphyxia-induced car-
diac arrest demonstrated that combining CC with ventilations improves the return of sponta-
neous circulation (ROSC) and neurological outcome at 24 hours compared to ventilations or
CC alone [16, 21]. Animal studies comparing various C:V ratios including 2:1 C:V, 4:1 C:V, 9:3
C:V, and 15:2 C:V to 3:1 C:V reported no difference in ROSC, survival or any other outcomes
[82–84]. These studies suggest that during neonatal CPR, higher C:V ratios do not improve
outcomes, and potentially a higher ventilation rate is needed. Similarly, Schmölzer et al. com-
pared 3:1 C:V CPR with continuous CC with asynchronous ventilations (CCaV) using 90 CC
and 30 non-synchronized inflations. The study reported similar time to ROSC (143 and 114 sec
for 3:1 and CCaV, respectively), and survival (3/8 and 6/8, respectively) [85] suggesting no
advantages of using CCaV compared to 3:1 C:V.

Most recently, a new technique providing CC during a sustained inflation (SI) (CC + SI) has
been proposed, which significantly improved hemodynamics, minute ventilation, and time to
ROSC compared to the 3:1 C:V ratio during resuscitation of asphyxiated newborn piglets [86].
While this first study used a CC rate of 120/min (in the CC + SI group) instead of the
recommended 90/min, further studies using CC rates of 90/min in the same animal model
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have confirmed the initial findings [87–90]. Also a recent pilot trial in preterm infants
<32 weeks’ gestation showed similar results to the animal studies with a reduction in the mean
(SD) time to ROSC with 31 (9) sec vs. 138 (72) sec in the CC + SI group and 3:1 C:V group
(p = 0.011), respectively [91]. These data suggest that CC + SI has the potential to improve
neonatal CPR, and a large randomized trial is currently ongoing to compare CC + SI with 3:1
C:V. Until these data are available, the 3:1 C:V ratio should be used during neonatal CPR.

9. Presence of parents during delivery room stabilization

There are no general rules about the presences of parents in delivery room during stabilization
of their newborn. The approach chosen at any given facility will depend on (i) the local policy,
(ii) geographical situation (e.g., separate stabilization room away from where the baby was
delivered), and (iii) comfort of attending staff having parents in the room and observing the
team. In addition, the increased use of smartphones and the urge of parents to photo docu-
ment or video record, the resuscitation can add additional stress to the resuscitation team. In
our institution, there is a geographical separation of the delivery suite and the stabilization
room for high-risk deliveries. While the mother is unable to observe the resuscitation/stabili-
zation, the father/partner would join the resuscitation team to be with their baby (father/
partner is allowed to take photos, but not to video record) and would go back and forth
between the stabilization room and the delivery suite to communicate with the mother. How-
ever, every hospital has to develop their own policy according to their needs to allow parents
attendance during delivery and resuscitation.

10. Summary

Among the 15% of term babies who do not initiate spontaneous respirations after birth, 10%
will require initial steps of stabilization: maintain normal temperature of the infant due to a
dose-dependent increase in mortality for decreases of body temperature, position the infant in
a “sniffing” position to open the airway, clear secretions with a bulb syringe or suction catheter
if needed (if the airway appears obstructed or if PPV is required within 10–30 seconds of birth),
dry the infant, and stimulate the infant (rubbing the back or the soles of the feet). Approxi-
mately 3% of term babies who do not initiate spontaneous respirations after birth will require
PPV. Self-inflating bags, flow-inflating bags or T-piece devices may all be used for mask PPV,
with currently limited evidence on the best device to be used to provide PPV in the DR.
Among the interfaces, either face masks or nasal prongs could be used for PPV. Other inter-
faces that can be used are laryngeal mask and Guedel oropharyngeal airway. Lastly, approxi-
mately 2% of term babies who do not initiate spontaneous respirations after birth will be
intubated and 0.1% will require CC and/or epinephrine to achieve this transition: current
resuscitation guidelines recommend CC if the heart rate remains <60/min despite adequate
PPV with 100% oxygen for 30 seconds; CC should be then performed at a rate of 90/min with a
3:1 C:V ratio. However, the optimal C:V ratio that should be used during neonatal resuscitation
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of an asphyxiated newborn remains unknown, with several ongoing studies assessing other
techniques.
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have confirmed the initial findings [87–90]. Also a recent pilot trial in preterm infants
<32 weeks’ gestation showed similar results to the animal studies with a reduction in the mean
(SD) time to ROSC with 31 (9) sec vs. 138 (72) sec in the CC + SI group and 3:1 C:V group
(p = 0.011), respectively [91]. These data suggest that CC + SI has the potential to improve
neonatal CPR, and a large randomized trial is currently ongoing to compare CC + SI with 3:1
C:V. Until these data are available, the 3:1 C:V ratio should be used during neonatal CPR.

9. Presence of parents during delivery room stabilization

There are no general rules about the presences of parents in delivery room during stabilization
of their newborn. The approach chosen at any given facility will depend on (i) the local policy,
(ii) geographical situation (e.g., separate stabilization room away from where the baby was
delivered), and (iii) comfort of attending staff having parents in the room and observing the
team. In addition, the increased use of smartphones and the urge of parents to photo docu-
ment or video record, the resuscitation can add additional stress to the resuscitation team. In
our institution, there is a geographical separation of the delivery suite and the stabilization
room for high-risk deliveries. While the mother is unable to observe the resuscitation/stabili-
zation, the father/partner would join the resuscitation team to be with their baby (father/
partner is allowed to take photos, but not to video record) and would go back and forth
between the stabilization room and the delivery suite to communicate with the mother. How-
ever, every hospital has to develop their own policy according to their needs to allow parents
attendance during delivery and resuscitation.

10. Summary

Among the 15% of term babies who do not initiate spontaneous respirations after birth, 10%
will require initial steps of stabilization: maintain normal temperature of the infant due to a
dose-dependent increase in mortality for decreases of body temperature, position the infant in
a “sniffing” position to open the airway, clear secretions with a bulb syringe or suction catheter
if needed (if the airway appears obstructed or if PPV is required within 10–30 seconds of birth),
dry the infant, and stimulate the infant (rubbing the back or the soles of the feet). Approxi-
mately 3% of term babies who do not initiate spontaneous respirations after birth will require
PPV. Self-inflating bags, flow-inflating bags or T-piece devices may all be used for mask PPV,
with currently limited evidence on the best device to be used to provide PPV in the DR.
Among the interfaces, either face masks or nasal prongs could be used for PPV. Other inter-
faces that can be used are laryngeal mask and Guedel oropharyngeal airway. Lastly, approxi-
mately 2% of term babies who do not initiate spontaneous respirations after birth will be
intubated and 0.1% will require CC and/or epinephrine to achieve this transition: current
resuscitation guidelines recommend CC if the heart rate remains <60/min despite adequate
PPV with 100% oxygen for 30 seconds; CC should be then performed at a rate of 90/min with a
3:1 C:V ratio. However, the optimal C:V ratio that should be used during neonatal resuscitation
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of an asphyxiated newborn remains unknown, with several ongoing studies assessing other
techniques.
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Abstract

The chapter considers the possibilities for using ultrasound to increase the efficiency 
and safety of the intravascular access in patients during cardiac arrest, cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation, and advanced life support. It provides the grounds for the real-time use of 
ultrasound for ensuring satisfactory central vascular access; the main principles of this 
methodology and current recommendations are described as well. In addition, the article 
presents special aspects of visualization of ultrasound vessels in cardiopulmonary resus-
citation, as well as puncture and catheterization techniques. It is crucial that resuscitators, 
who are often at the forefront of patient resuscitation, understand how to properly use 
this potentially life-saving procedure.
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vascular access, vascular visualization

1. Introduction

Providing satisfactory vascular access is still a critical part of resuscitation. Timely administra-
tion of drugs through intravenous access can improve the survival rate of patients after circula-
tory arrest. The time passed from the arrest to drug administration is an independent predictor 
of return to the spontaneous circulation [1]. In this regard, it is difficult to overestimate the 
importance of providing satisfactory vascular access for the patient with circulatory arrest. It is 
important to remember that the benefits of early vascular access must be considered together 
with the importance of uninterrupted cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) [2]. When choosing 
vascular access, it is a common practice firstly to focus on visualization and palpation of the 
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subcutaneous veins in the accessible parts of the body, as well as on the anatomical landmark 
(landmark technique). Subcutaneous veins in the extremities and the external jugular veins com-
pletely satisfy these requirements. The insertion of the catheter into visualized subcutaneous 
vein is considered to be quick and safe. It should be remembered that visualization and palpation 
of the subcutaneous veins can be difficult in patients in critical condition (bleeding, hypovolemic 
shock, burns of limbs, or hypothermia). In this case, infrared thermography [3] and near-infrared 
vein visualization [4] can be applied. If the catheterization of the subcutaneous veins is difficult 
or impossible, then intraosseous access (IO) is recommended by current clinical guidelines [5]. 
Nowadays, IO route is proved to be quite effective in adults and children with out-of-hospital 
cardiac arrest [6]. It is assumed that insertion of a central venous catheter requires the interrup-
tion of CPR and can be technically challenging and associated with complications. However, 
the introduction of real-time ultrasound-guided central venous catheter (CVC) insertion into 
clinical practice significantly increased its safety, accuracy, and effectiveness compared to the 
conventional landmark technique [7, 8]. It is known that central venous access is required for 
administering drug solutions, monitoring venous pressure, and for performing extracorporeal 
oxygenation and detoxification, which cannot be achieved by other types of access. In addition, 
ultrasound-guided catheterization of the internal jugular (IJV) and femoral veins (FV) may not 
require the cessation of chest compression and placing a patient in a forced position (head-down 
tilt positions) during CPR. It is critical that resuscitators, who are often at the forefront of patient 
resuscitation, understand how to properly use this potentially life-saving procedure.

2. History

The use of ultrasound imaging support for IJV location was first described in 1978 [9]. The 
use of ultrasound for real-time CVC insertion was reported in 1984. Legler and Nugent [10] 
showed that Doppler localization of the IJV facilitates central venous cannulation. Later, the 
results of studies showing the advantage of using ultrasound for catheterization of subcla-
vian (SV) and FV were published [11]. The first results of studies on the use of ultrasound 
for catheterization of the central vein during CPR were published in 1997. Hilty et al. [12] 
showed that real-time ultrasound-guided FV catheterization was faster and produced a lower 
rate of inadvertent arterial catheterization and a higher rate of success during CPR than the 
standard landmark-oriented approach. Benassi et al. [13] showed the benefits of the real-time 
ultrasound cannulation of the femoral vessels for establishing venoarterial extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation in acute cardiopulmonary failure.

3. Principles of vessel visualization using ultrasound

Two-dimensional (2D) gray-scale imaging (Figure 1), color (Figure 2), and spectral Doppler 
(Figure 3) ultrasonography are used for ultrasonic visualization of vascular structures, sur-
rounding tissues, and anatomical formations [14]. The best resolution of surface structures 
in the immediate vicinity of the skin surface is provided by high-frequency (>7 MHz) linear 
ultrasonic sensors. The operator must have an idea of the probe orientation, the image on 
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the display, the physics of ultrasound, the mechanism of image generation, and the artifacts, 
and be able to interpret 2D images of the vessel lumen and surrounding structures. A two-
dimensional image of a blood vessel is usually displayed either along the long axis (Figure 4), 
the short axis (Figure 5) or the oblique short axis (Figure 6).

3.1. Ultrasonic visualization of blood vessels in people with spontaneous circulation

The basic differences between a vein and an artery in an ultrasound 2D image are the irregular 
form of the vein (the artery is generally round) and the wall thickness (the arterial walls are 

Figure 1. Ultrasound 2D image of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) and carotid artery (CA).

Figure 2. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) and carotid artery (CA).
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Figure 2. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) and carotid artery (CA).
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thicker), but the major difference is vein compressibility under a slight external surface pressure 
(Figures 7 and 8). The lack of vein compressibility may indicate the presence of a thrombus. 
Using Doppler also helps to distinguish a vein from an artery. Respiratory-based vein excur-
sion may also allow us to distinguish it from the artery [15]. Respiratory-based vein excursion 
is a change in its diameter based on the respiration phase. It is known that, in contrast to the 
arteries, the IJV, SV, and FV diameter decreases during inhalation and increases during exha-
lation [16]. In patients with hypovolemia, the IJV may completely collapse during inhalation 

Figure 3. Ultrasound color Doppler and spectral Doppler imaging of the right femoral artery (FA) and femoral vein (FV).

Figure 4. A two-dimensional image of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) along the long axis view.
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(Figure 9). It must be remembered that the color does not determine the nature of the blood 
flow (venous or arterial), but depends on the flow direction (from the probe or to the probe). 
By default, the device marks the blood flow directed toward the probe as red, and the blood 
flowing away from the probe is marked as blue. The change in the inclination of the probe can 
lead to the change in the vessel color on the screen of the ultrasonic device.

3.2. Special aspects of ultrasound imaging of vessels during cardiac arrest and CPR

During circulatory arrest, the blood pressure on the walls of arteries decreases; they lose elas-
ticity and are compressed together with veins when external surface pressure is applied by 
the ultrasonic probe. In this regard, compressibility during cardiac arrest is characteristic of 
both the vein and the artery. When performing chest compression, the blood pressure on the 

Figure 5. A two-dimensional image of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) and carotid artery (CA) along the short axis 
view.

Figure 6. A two-dimensional image of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) and carotid artery (CA) along the oblique 
short view.
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thicker), but the major difference is vein compressibility under a slight external surface pressure 
(Figures 7 and 8). The lack of vein compressibility may indicate the presence of a thrombus. 
Using Doppler also helps to distinguish a vein from an artery. Respiratory-based vein excur-
sion may also allow us to distinguish it from the artery [15]. Respiratory-based vein excursion 
is a change in its diameter based on the respiration phase. It is known that, in contrast to the 
arteries, the IJV, SV, and FV diameter decreases during inhalation and increases during exha-
lation [16]. In patients with hypovolemia, the IJV may completely collapse during inhalation 

Figure 3. Ultrasound color Doppler and spectral Doppler imaging of the right femoral artery (FA) and femoral vein (FV).

Figure 4. A two-dimensional image of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) along the long axis view.
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walls in the arteries increases. An increase in blood pressure (more than 60 mmHg) leads to an 
increase in the elasticity of the arteries walls, which again makes them noncompressible when 
pressed [17]. During CPR rhythmic change in diameter is typical for both veins and arteries 
due to compression and decompression of the chest with a frequency of 100–120 per minute 
(diameter of the CA may change by 30–40% and IJV by 50–60%). Using a Doppler is a reliable 
way to distinguish the artery from the vein by the flow direction.

Figure 7. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) and carotid artery (CA) before 
external surface pressure.

Figure 8. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) and carotid artery (CA) after external 
surface pressure.
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The ratio of the sizes (diameters) of IJV, SV, and FV veins in patients with cardiac arrest may 
vary. If the cause of cardiac arrest is hypovolemia (blood loss), then the ratio of the veins 
diameter will be as follows: IJV < SV > FV. If the cause of cardiac arrest was thromboembolism, 
acute myocardial infarction or tamponade, the ratio of the veins diameter will be different: 
FV < SV > IJV.

4. IJV anatomy, access, and catheterization technique

IJV emerges from the outer jugular opening at the base of the skull posterior to the inter-
nal carotid artery (CA), then proceeds caudally, and shifts, taking anterolateral position 
in regards to CA. Denys and Uretsky [18] showed that the IJ was located anterolateral in 
regards to CA in 92% (Figure 7), >1 cm lateral to the carotid in 1%, medial to the carotid 
in 2%, and outside of the path predicted by landmarks in 5.5% of patients. Preliminary 
ultrasound evaluation of the vein patency, size, location, and possible anomalies is manda-
tory, it ensures avoiding futile attempts as in patients whose IJV is absent or thrombosed 
or who have congenital anomalies. Surrounding structures (subcutaneous tissue, carotid 
artery, thyroid, and lymph nodes) must also be analyzed. The properly trained clinicians 
use real-time ultrasound during IJV cannulation whenever possible to improve cannulation 
success and reduce the incidence of complications associated with the insertion of large bore 
catheters. Before the procedure, a patient should be placed in position on his back. The head 
can be turned to the contralateral side from 0 to 40°. The head-down tilt position should be 
used, when possible, for increasing the vein size, eliminating the vein respiratory excursion, 
reducing the risk of air embolism during IJV cannulation, and consequently improving the 
success of CVC insertion. For more than 65% of patients requiring CVC, the 10° head-down 
tilt position is sufficient to increase the size of IJV. In certain clinical situations, the head-
down tilt position may not be applied.

Figure 9. Measuring right internal jugular vein (IJV) diameter in healthy volunteer using M-mode ultrasonography.
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use real-time ultrasound during IJV cannulation whenever possible to improve cannulation 
success and reduce the incidence of complications associated with the insertion of large bore 
catheters. Before the procedure, a patient should be placed in position on his back. The head 
can be turned to the contralateral side from 0 to 40°. The head-down tilt position should be 
used, when possible, for increasing the vein size, eliminating the vein respiratory excursion, 
reducing the risk of air embolism during IJV cannulation, and consequently improving the 
success of CVC insertion. For more than 65% of patients requiring CVC, the 10° head-down 
tilt position is sufficient to increase the size of IJV. In certain clinical situations, the head-
down tilt position may not be applied.
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4.1. Approach to vein puncture

Currently, three types of approach for real-time ultrasound-guided IJV catheterization are 
described: central (classical), lateral, and lateral oblique.

For classical IJV approach, one can use short or long axis vein visualization and in-plane 
(when included in the plane of the ultrasound beam) or out-of-plane (only a very limited 
part of the needle can be visualized by the ultrasound beam) needle visualization [14]. The 
long axis view of the IJV can be obtained by positioning the ultrasound probe in longitudinal 
orientation on the patient’s neck. This view shows the course of the IJV, and with this probe 
positioning, the needle is inserted in-plane at the level of the cranial edge of the ultrasound 
probe; this allows the operator to visualize the entire length of the needle through the soft 
tissue and into the IJV [19]. With this type of technique, the information of the carotid artery, 
lymph nodes, and thyroid may be lost. In addition, the IJV access will be at least 3 cm cranial 
from the upper margin of the clavicle, for the limitation imposed by the ultrasound probe 
length. This fact makes it difficult to apply this kind of approach in patients with a short 
neck. The short axis view of the vein can be obtained by positioning the ultrasound probe in 
a transverse orientation (90° rotation from the long axis) on the patient’s neck (the ultrasound 
probe is perpendicular to the course of the IJV). This view allows the visualization of the 
carotid artery, lymph nodes, and thyroid. With this position of the ultrasound probe, the 
needle is usually inserted vertically (vertical out-of-plane technique) above the middle part of 
the ultrasound probe in a position 1–1.5 cm cranial from the upper margin of the clavicle. This 
allows the operator to simultaneously visualize the IJV and all surrounding structures and 
ensures a caudal vein access [20]. With this type of technique, the operator has a very limited 
view of the needle (Figure 10).

The lateral short axis in-plane technique is a combination of the advantages of both previously 
mentioned conventional techniques, but without their limitations [21]. The ultrasound probe 
is positioned in a transverse orientation (short axis), with a good view of the IJV and its sur-
rounding structures. The needle is inserted at the level of the lateral edge of the ultrasound 
probe [22]. This guarantees the visualization of the entire length of the needle during vein 
access (Figure 11).

This allows the operator to avoid iatrogenic puncture complications, such as arterial puncture 
and pneumothorax. The ultrasound-guided lateral short axis in-plane technique for percuta-
neous IJV cannulation can be successfully applied in patients without hypovolemia. Using 
this method for patients with hypovolemia and veins with a small diameter (less than 7 mm) 
may result in vein perforation [23].

The real-time ultrasound-guided lateral oblique short axis in-plane technique may be suc-
cessfully applied in patients with hypovolemia and a small IJV size. The lateral oblique short 
axis view of the vein can be obtained by positioning the ultrasound probe rotated in 10–50° 
from the short axis. This method can be applied as follows: set the sensor so that the vein 
image in the transverse axis is located in the middle of the screen of the ultrasound scan-
ner and measure the maximum distance between the lateral and medial walls at the time of 
inspiration of the patient. If this distance is less than 7 mm, the sensor is rotated by moving 
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its lateral part upwards and the medial part downwards, and the rotation of the sensor is 
stopped when the distance between the walls of the vein is more than 7 mm. Fix the sensor in 
this position. Puncture needle is then inserted, and the vein is punctured in the sensor plane. 
[24]. This maneuver allows us to increase the size of the vein compared to the size in short 
axis (Figure 12).

Figure 10. Short axis vertical out-of-plane technique ultrasound image of the right neck area showing the internal jugular 
vein (IJV), carotid artery (CA), lymph nodes (LN), sternocleidomastoid muscle (SM), and the thyroid (T). The needle is 
visible in a limited fashion into the internal jugular vein as a bright dot (arrow). From J Vasc Access [22].

Figure 11. Short axis, lateral in-plane technique ultrasound image of the right neck area showing the internal jugular 
vein (IJV), carotid artery (CA), lymph nodes (LN), and the sternocleidomastoid muscle (SM). The needle is visible in its 
entire length with the full tip into the internal jugular vein (arrow). From J Vasc Access [22].
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4.1. Approach to vein puncture

Currently, three types of approach for real-time ultrasound-guided IJV catheterization are 
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(when included in the plane of the ultrasound beam) or out-of-plane (only a very limited 
part of the needle can be visualized by the ultrasound beam) needle visualization [14]. The 
long axis view of the IJV can be obtained by positioning the ultrasound probe in longitudinal 
orientation on the patient’s neck. This view shows the course of the IJV, and with this probe 
positioning, the needle is inserted in-plane at the level of the cranial edge of the ultrasound 
probe; this allows the operator to visualize the entire length of the needle through the soft 
tissue and into the IJV [19]. With this type of technique, the information of the carotid artery, 
lymph nodes, and thyroid may be lost. In addition, the IJV access will be at least 3 cm cranial 
from the upper margin of the clavicle, for the limitation imposed by the ultrasound probe 
length. This fact makes it difficult to apply this kind of approach in patients with a short 
neck. The short axis view of the vein can be obtained by positioning the ultrasound probe in 
a transverse orientation (90° rotation from the long axis) on the patient’s neck (the ultrasound 
probe is perpendicular to the course of the IJV). This view allows the visualization of the 
carotid artery, lymph nodes, and thyroid. With this position of the ultrasound probe, the 
needle is usually inserted vertically (vertical out-of-plane technique) above the middle part of 
the ultrasound probe in a position 1–1.5 cm cranial from the upper margin of the clavicle. This 
allows the operator to simultaneously visualize the IJV and all surrounding structures and 
ensures a caudal vein access [20]. With this type of technique, the operator has a very limited 
view of the needle (Figure 10).

The lateral short axis in-plane technique is a combination of the advantages of both previously 
mentioned conventional techniques, but without their limitations [21]. The ultrasound probe 
is positioned in a transverse orientation (short axis), with a good view of the IJV and its sur-
rounding structures. The needle is inserted at the level of the lateral edge of the ultrasound 
probe [22]. This guarantees the visualization of the entire length of the needle during vein 
access (Figure 11).

This allows the operator to avoid iatrogenic puncture complications, such as arterial puncture 
and pneumothorax. The ultrasound-guided lateral short axis in-plane technique for percuta-
neous IJV cannulation can be successfully applied in patients without hypovolemia. Using 
this method for patients with hypovolemia and veins with a small diameter (less than 7 mm) 
may result in vein perforation [23].

The real-time ultrasound-guided lateral oblique short axis in-plane technique may be suc-
cessfully applied in patients with hypovolemia and a small IJV size. The lateral oblique short 
axis view of the vein can be obtained by positioning the ultrasound probe rotated in 10–50° 
from the short axis. This method can be applied as follows: set the sensor so that the vein 
image in the transverse axis is located in the middle of the screen of the ultrasound scan-
ner and measure the maximum distance between the lateral and medial walls at the time of 
inspiration of the patient. If this distance is less than 7 mm, the sensor is rotated by moving 
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its lateral part upwards and the medial part downwards, and the rotation of the sensor is 
stopped when the distance between the walls of the vein is more than 7 mm. Fix the sensor in 
this position. Puncture needle is then inserted, and the vein is punctured in the sensor plane. 
[24]. This maneuver allows us to increase the size of the vein compared to the size in short 
axis (Figure 12).

Figure 10. Short axis vertical out-of-plane technique ultrasound image of the right neck area showing the internal jugular 
vein (IJV), carotid artery (CA), lymph nodes (LN), sternocleidomastoid muscle (SM), and the thyroid (T). The needle is 
visible in a limited fashion into the internal jugular vein as a bright dot (arrow). From J Vasc Access [22].

Figure 11. Short axis, lateral in-plane technique ultrasound image of the right neck area showing the internal jugular 
vein (IJV), carotid artery (CA), lymph nodes (LN), and the sternocleidomastoid muscle (SM). The needle is visible in its 
entire length with the full tip into the internal jugular vein (arrow). From J Vasc Access [22].
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5. FV and FA anatomy, access, and catheterization techniques

Common femoral vein and common femoral artery (FA) lie within the femoral triangle formed 
by the inguinal ligament, the long adductor muscle, and the sartorius muscle. An important 
landmark for determining the location of the femoral vein in patients with spontaneous circu-
lation is the femoral artery pulsation, since the vein is usually located medial to the artery in 
the vascular lacuna of the femoral triangle. This vascular interposition is constant only under 
the inguinal ligament (Figure 13). Change in the relative location of the vessels occurs in the 
caudal direction. In particular, the FA may overlap the femoral vein at a level of 1 cm below 
the inguinal ligament. In this regard, ultrasound imaging will accurately localize the FV and 
differentiate it from the femoral artery (Figure 14).

During CPR, it is possible to reliably distinguish the artery from the vein during the chest 
compression in the direction of the flow with the help of the Doppler. The advantages of 
choosing a femoral vein are the possibility to perform its catheterization without disrupting 
the CPR, lack of control devices in this area, and the ability for the resuscitator to access the 
patient’s chest and airways. In addition, this access prevents pneumo- and hemothorax. Well-
known complications of catheterization are vascular damage, bleeding, and arteriovenous 
fistulas.

Before the catheterization, the patient should be placed on his back, with his thigh slightly 
retracted, and rotated outwards. This technique allows us to increase the accessibility of the 
common femoral vein in 70–80% of adults [25]. It is possible to increase the cross-sectional 

Figure 12. Lateral oblique short axis in-plane technique ultrasound image of the internal jugular vein (IJV), carotid artery 
(CA), and needle is visible in its entire length with the full tip into the internal jugular vein.
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area of the common femoral vein by more than 50% by using head-elevation tilt positions 
[26]. However, no data on the safety of this maneuver in patients with cardiac arrest and 
CPR are currently available. First, the femoral vessels in the transverse plane are visu-
alized using a real-time 2D ultrasound, placing an ultrasonic probe under the inguinal 
ligament. The differentiation between the vein and artery during CPR is performed with 
a Doppler. The short axis out-of-plane technique is often used for the catheterization of 
the FV and FA. The long axis in-plane technique is preferable when longitudinal scanning 
of the femoral vessels is possible. The real-time ultrasound-guided lateral oblique short  
axis in-plane technique can also be applied. At the same time, no evidence of its preference 
is available.

Figure 13. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right femoral artery (FA) and femoral vein (FV). The US probe is 
installed under the inguinal ligament.

Figure 14. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right femoral artery (FA) and femoral vein (FV). The US probe is 
installed at a level of 1 cm below the inguinal ligament.
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During CPR, it is possible to reliably distinguish the artery from the vein during the chest 
compression in the direction of the flow with the help of the Doppler. The advantages of 
choosing a femoral vein are the possibility to perform its catheterization without disrupting 
the CPR, lack of control devices in this area, and the ability for the resuscitator to access the 
patient’s chest and airways. In addition, this access prevents pneumo- and hemothorax. Well-
known complications of catheterization are vascular damage, bleeding, and arteriovenous 
fistulas.

Before the catheterization, the patient should be placed on his back, with his thigh slightly 
retracted, and rotated outwards. This technique allows us to increase the accessibility of the 
common femoral vein in 70–80% of adults [25]. It is possible to increase the cross-sectional 
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(CA), and needle is visible in its entire length with the full tip into the internal jugular vein.
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area of the common femoral vein by more than 50% by using head-elevation tilt positions 
[26]. However, no data on the safety of this maneuver in patients with cardiac arrest and 
CPR are currently available. First, the femoral vessels in the transverse plane are visu-
alized using a real-time 2D ultrasound, placing an ultrasonic probe under the inguinal 
ligament. The differentiation between the vein and artery during CPR is performed with 
a Doppler. The short axis out-of-plane technique is often used for the catheterization of 
the FV and FA. The long axis in-plane technique is preferable when longitudinal scanning 
of the femoral vessels is possible. The real-time ultrasound-guided lateral oblique short  
axis in-plane technique can also be applied. At the same time, no evidence of its preference 
is available.

Figure 13. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right femoral artery (FA) and femoral vein (FV). The US probe is 
installed under the inguinal ligament.

Figure 14. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right femoral artery (FA) and femoral vein (FV). The US probe is 
installed at a level of 1 cm below the inguinal ligament.
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Nowadays, femoral vessels are chosen for inserting venoarterial extracorporeal membrane 
oxygenator devices for extracorporeal CPR and extracorporeal life support [27]. The research 
results reveal promising outlook of this area of research aimed at saving human life.

6. SV catheterization techniques

The use of a subclavian vein for central venous access during CPR surgery cannot be recommended 
due to certain limitations. Providing access to the vein may require CPR interruption, and in partic-
ular, thorax compression. Besides, a defibrillation electrode may be located in the subclavian area. 
During CPR, there is a risk of post-puncture pneumo- and hemothorax during SV catheterization. 
Compared to IJV and FV, the SV anatomical location and its course under the clavicle bone may 
challenge ultrasound imaging and are accompanied by various artifacts (Figure 15).

7. Advantages of ultrasound-guided vascular access during CPR

It can be argued that the use of ultrasound facilitates the identification of the insertion site 
anatomy, localization of the vessels and their sizes, and differentiating between veins and 
arteries. Real-time US guidance for puncture allows us to confirm patency of the vessel, as 
well as needle, wire, and catheter position in the vessel. In addition, ultrasound can be used to 
determine the change in the filling, and thus, the cross-sectional lumen of the patient, depend-
ing on the change in the patient’s position (head-down or head-elevation tilt position). In 
the clinical setting, these advantages allow us to choose the most secure access for puncture 
and the catheterization of the targeted vessel without interrupting the CPR, reduce the time 
of intravascular access, minimize the number of unsuccessful catheterization attempts, and 
reduce the risk of post-puncture complications.

Figure 15. Ultrasound color Doppler imaging of the right subclavian vein (SV) with mirror image artifact.
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8. Limitations of ultrasound-guided vascular access during CPR

The operator performing ultrasound-guided vascular access is certainly required to have 
special knowledge and practical skills in visualization of anatomical structures, in particular, 
blood vessels, during CPR. We assume that anesthesiologists, intensivists, and emergency 
physicians must be educated about it. To ensure this, special training of operators involved 
in CVC insertion should be organized. In addition, an intensive care unit must be equipped 
with US machines to exclude procedural delays. Ultrasound-guided vascular cannulation 
proved to be effective for cardiopulmonary resuscitation during in-hospital cardiac arrest. 
This method, however, is not to be recommended during out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, since 
nowadays there are no data proving its safety and efficiency.

9. Conclusions

Providing satisfactory intravascular access remains an important component of the CPR. Taking 
into account the advantages of ultrasound-guided central vascular access, it should be consid-
ered along with other types of access (peripheral and intraosseous) in patients with in-hospital 
cardiac arrest.
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Abstract

Defibrillators acquire both the ECG and the transthoracic impedance (TI) signal through 
defibrillation pads. TI represents the resistance of the thorax to current flow, and is mea-
sured by defibrillators to check that defibrillation pads are correctly attached to the chest 
of the patient. Additionally, some defibrillators use the TI measurement to adjust the 
energy of the defibrillation pulse. Changes in tissue composition due to redistribution 
and movement of fluids induce fluctuations in the TI. Blood flow during the cardiac cycle 
generates small fluctuations synchronized to each heartbeat. Respiration (or assisted 
ventilation) also causes changes in the TI. Additionally, during cardiopulmonary resus-
citation (CPR), chest compressions cause a disturbance in the electrode-skin interface, 
inducing artifacts in the TI signal. These fluctuations may provide useful information 
regarding CPR quality, length of pauses in chest compressions (no flow time), presence 
of circulation, etc. This chapter explores the new applications of the transthoracic imped-
ance signal acquired through defibrillation pads during resuscitative attempts.

Keywords: transthoracic impedance, defibrillator, cardiac arrest, ventilation rate,  
chest compression rate, circulation detection

1. Introduction

Biological tissues strongly differ in terms of their electrical impedance. For instance, the 
resistivities of blood, cardiac muscle, and lungs are 150, 750, and 1275 Ω/cm, respectively 
[1]. This variability makes the measurement of electric impedance useful in understanding 
the functioning and viability of internal organs. In fact, impedance plethysmography, a 
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well-established technique to determine changing tissue volumes based on the measurement 
of electric impedance at the body surface, is widely used for multiple applications, including 
the measurement of lung water content, the diagnosis of deep venous thrombosis, and the 
determination of cardiac stroke volume.

In the field of resuscitation, transthoracic impedance (TI) is measured by defibrillators 
through defibrillation pads, together with the ECG signal. Figure 1 shows the recommended 
anterolateral position for the defibrillation pads, with one pad placed below the right clavicle 
and the other one below the left axilla. TI represents the resistance of the thorax to current 
flow, and can be measured by passing an alternate current through the tissue and measuring 
the induced voltage drop.

Defibrillators, particularly automated external defibrillators (AEDs), measure the TI to check that 
the defibrillation pads are correctly attached to the chest of the patient. TI is approximately 70–80Ω 
in adults, but it varies considerably between subjects, with a range of 15–150Ω [2, 3]. Baseline TI 
is affected by several factors including chest size, distance between the electrodes, electrode size, 
and the interface between the electrodes and the chest wall [4]. Too high impedance values indi-
cate that the contact between the pads and the skin is inadequate. A good skin-electrode contact is 
critical for a safe delivery of the electrical shock and for a correct ECG acquisition, essential for a 
reliable rhythm analysis. AEDs monitor the TI signal and guide the rescuer through the resuscita-
tion process. Typical AED messages prompt rescuers to attach the electrodes to the chest of the 
patient, to check the contact between the electrodes and the skin if the measured impedance is 
inadequate, or to avoid touching the patient during AED rhythm assessment.

Additionally, some defibrillators use the TI measurement to adjust the energy of the defibril-
lation pulse (impedance compensation technique) [5, 6]. Successful defibrillation requires that 
sufficient current flows through the heart muscle, but excessive current during electrical shock 
may cause myocardial damage. Thus, shocks should be provided with the lowest amount of 
energy that will achieve defibrillation. However, the actual current flow is determined not 
only by the selected energy but also by the TI of the patient. An energy level that is adequate 

Figure 1. Anterolateral position for self-adhesive defibrillation pads. Source: Bexen Cardio.
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for a low-impedance patient may not achieve defibrillation in a patient with higher imped-
ance. Modern biphasic defibrillators measure TI and adjust the energy delivery accordingly.

These two applications of the TI signal in defibrillators rely on its baseline value. However, as in 
the impedance plethysmography, changes in tissue composition due to redistribution and move-
ment of fluids induce fluctuations in the TI acquired through defibrillation pads. During the car-
diac cycle, the distribution and amount of blood in the thorax varies, causing small changes in the 
conductivity of the tissue that are reflected in the TI waveform [7]. Respiration (or ventilation of the 
patient) also affects TI; impedance increases during inspiration and decreases again during expira-
tion [8]. Additionally, during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), chest compressions cause a 
disturbance in the electrode-skin interface, inducing artifacts in the ECG and in the TI signal [9].

This chapter explores the new applications of the TI signal acquired through defibrillation 
pads derived from the analysis of these variations.

2. Transthoracic impedance for circulation detection

Previous releases of basic life support (BLS) resuscitation guidelines  recommended assessing 
if the patient presented signs of circulation by checking the carotid pulse before starting chest 
compressions. However, several studies have shown that pulse palpation is time-consuming 
and inaccurate not only for lay rescuers with basic CPR training [10], but also for healthcare 
professionals [11]. Based on the existing evidence, resuscitation guidelines removed the pulse 
check recommendation for laypeople in their 2000 release. However, reliable identification of 
pulse-generating rhythms would be useful to distinguish cardiac arrest from other collapse 
states, and to detect the return of spontaneous circulation during a resuscitative attempt.

Circulation induces low-amplitude fluctuations in the TI. Figure 2 shows an example of the 
fluctuations induced with each heartbeat for a patient presenting a pulse-generating rhythm. 
Top panels show the ECG of the patient in mV, and the bottom panel the corresponding TI 
signal in Ohms (Ω). Several authors have studied the potential of the TI signal to reliably 
detect the presence of circulation.

Figure 2. Fluctuations induced by circulation in the TI.
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2.1. State of the art

Back in 1998, Johnston et al. showed that the TI acquired through defibrillation pads could 
be potentially used to discriminate between pulse-generating rhythms and those associated 
with hemodynamic collapse [7]. Using recordings acquired during cardiac arrest episodes, 
they extracted four features from the TI signal and evaluated their ability to identify pulse-
generating rhythms. Their results were promising, and they suggested using this method to 
increase the sensitivity of shock advice algorithms in AEDs.

Four years later, Pellis et al. [12] showed in a laboratory study with anesthetized swine that the 
TI signal measured through defibrillation pads presented fluctuations coincident with cardiac 
contraction, and larger and slower fluctuations coincident with ventilations. After inducing 
VF to the animals, all the fluctuations ceased. The authors proposed equipping AEDs with 
cardiac and respiratory arrest detectors based on the analysis of the TI.

Later, in 2007, Losert et al. proposed a classifier based on neural networks to detect the return 
of spontaneous circulation during the resuscitative attempt [8]. They extracted several fea-
tures derived from the circulatory-related waveform of the TI, and evaluated the performance 
of the classifier using recordings collected from hemodynamically stable and cardiac arrest 
patients. With their dataset, they could identify patients presenting an arterial blood pressure 
above 80 mmHg with a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 82%.

The following year, Risdal et al. introduced a new classifier based on pattern recognition to 
discriminate between pulseless electrical activity and pulsatile rhythms [13]. The method 
used clinical data, and presented a sensitivity and specificity for the detection of pulse-
generating rhythms of 91 and 90%, respectively. That same year, Cromie et al. showed 
in an animal model that the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the impedance cardiogram 
recorded through defibrillation pads was a potential clinical marker of cardiac arrest [14]. 
In a subsequent clinical study, they refined the method and evaluated its performance with 
in-hospital cardiac arrest and nonarrest patients [15]. They concluded that selective filtering 
of the impedance cardiogram was a powerful hemodynamic sensor of cardiac arrest, with 
a sensitivity (specificity) of 81% (97%) in the validation set. In 2012, Krasteva et al. showed 
that the TI recorded through defibrillation pads during cardioversion provides information 
about the quality of myocardial contraction associated to sinus rhythm, asystole, and differ-
ent arrhythmias [16, 17].

More recently, in 2013, Ruiz and coauthors postulated that the circulation component of the 
TI signal acquired through defibrillation pads could be reliably isolated [18]. They proposed 
an adaptive system based on a least mean square algorithm that used detected QRS com-
plexes as a reference to extract the circulation component of the TI, and obtained several 
features from the circulation component and its first derivative. When trying to discriminate 
between pulseless electrical activity and pulsatile rhythms in cardiac arrest victims, all fea-
tures showed an area under the curve (AUC) higher than 0.96. Later, Alonso et al. proposed 
another adaptive method, also using the QRS instants as a reference to extract the TI circu-
lation component [19]. They designed a classifier between pulsatile rhythm and pulseless 
electrical activity based on a multivariate logistic regression model than included six features 
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extracted from the ECG and from the TI signals. When evaluated with recordings acquired by 
monitor-defibrillators during advanced life support, they reported a sensitivity (specificity) in 
the detection of pulsatile rhythms of 92% (92%).

Although several authors have proved that the TI signal recorded by AEDs contains infor-
mation regarding blood circulation, isolating its circulation component may be challenging. 
Chest compressions and ventilations induce fluctuations in the TI signal, with amplitudes 
higher than those attributable to cardiac contraction. In addition, because of the noise caused 
by patient movement or inadequate electrode-skin contact, the TI signal may become unreli-
able. To address these challenges, in a later study, Ruiz et al. proposed launching an auto-
mated assessment of blood circulation during AED rhythm analysis intervals [20]. Their 
hypothesis was that, as during those segments nobody should be touching the patient, the 
ECG and TI signals would not be affected by chest compressions, ventilations, or patient 
movement, and thus, the algorithm would be more reliable. Additionally, they proposed 
a very simple method that could be implemented in current AEDs. When evaluated with 
AED recordings obtained from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest interventions, their method 
reported a sensitivity (specificity) for detecting pulsatile rhythms of 98% (98%). The authors 
suggested how the circulation detection algorithm could be included in the AED sequence. 
After rhythm analysis, in case a nonshockable nonasystole rhythm is detected, the circulation 
detection algorithm should be launched to assess if the underlying rhythm corresponds to 
a pulsatile rhythm or to pulseless electrical activity. If circulation is detected, the responder 
should check if the patient is responsive and breathing normally to confirm the return of 
spontaneous circulation. If after 10 s the rescuer cannot confirm the presence of circulation, 
CPR should be resumed.

2.2. Discussion

AEDs are very reliable in detecting malignant arrhythmias, but they cannot distinguish 
between pulsatile rhythms and pulseless electrical activity. When a nonshockable rhythm is 
identified, rescuers are prompted to resume CPR, even if the patient has recovered spontane-
ous circulation.

Since the removal of the pulse check recommendation for laypeople in resuscitation guide-
lines, several studies have explored the possibility of expanding the functionality of conven-
tional AEDs to reliably detect the presence of circulation. It is widely accepted that the TI 
signal contains useful information for the identification of pulse-generating rhythms. Some 
of the published studies suggest launching the circulation detector while the AED is per-
forming a rhythm analysis. This would maximize signal quality, as artifact induced by chest 
compressions, ventilations, or by patient movement would be avoided. Although some of the 
proposed methods are complex and computationally expensive, others are much simpler, 
which lowers the barrier to implementation.

The use of enhanced AEDs able to detect circulation could help BLS providers to confirm 
cardiac arrest and to identify the return of spontaneous circulation, which would avoid 
unnecessarily prolonging CPR. However, further validation is still required for the clinical 
implementation of these methods.
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3. Transthoracic impedance for ventilation detection

Medical treatment of cardiac arrest involves early CPR and early defibrillation. Resuscitation 
guidelines [21] recommend providing chest compressions and ventilations with a 30:2 ratio before 
intubation and continuous chest compressions with a ventilation rate of 8–12 per minute after-
ward. Unfortunately, hyperventilation is common both in hospital and out of hospital [22, 23].  
In animal studies, these excessive ventilation rates resulted in decreased coronary perfusion pres-
sures and poor outcomes [24, 25], although some conflicting results have been presented [26].

Respiration and ventilation of the patient induce fluctuations in the TI signal acquired by 
defibrillators; impedance increases about 0.2–3Ω during inspiration and decreases again dur-
ing expiration. Mainly, two effects cause these changes: first, during inspiration, there is an 
increase in the gas volume of the chest in relation to the fluid volume, which causes conduc-
tivity to decrease; additionally, during inspiration, the distance between the electrode pads 
increases because of chest expansion, which also increases resistance.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this effect for a patient presenting return of spontaneous circulation and 
for a cardiac arrest patient who is receiving CPR, respectively. In Figure 3, fluctuations induced 
by circulation and by respiration are observed in the second panel. The baseline impedance of 
the patient is about 103Ω, but, during inspiration, the impedance value increases between 1 and 
2Ω. In this segment, eight breaths are distinguished. The patient presented a pulse-generating 
rhythm, confirmed by fast and low-amplitude fluctuations in the TI of approximately 0.2Ω, 
synchronized with every QRS complex; this is the circulatory component of the TI.

Figure 4 shows a segment of the compression depth and TI signals recorded during a resus-
citation episode while the patient was receiving 30:2 CPR. In this segment, 4 series of 15 com-
pressions can be observed, with pauses in between for ventilation. Each compression induced 
a fluctuation in the TI, with a peak-to-peak amplitude of almost 4Ω in this case. During each 
pause, the patient was ventilated twice, and slower fluctuations were induced in the TI.

The analysis of the TI acquired through defibrillation pads could be useful for ventilation 
monitoring, either in real time, to guide rescuers during the resuscitation event, or for episode 

Figure 3. Segment of TI signal with circulatory and respiration-related components.
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debriefing afterward. However, the amplitude and duration of the TI fluctuations vary widely 
along the resuscitation episode and among different patients. Moreover, patient movement 
and chest compressions induce artifacts in the TI, which complicate the identification of the 
fluctuations induced by ventilations, especially when compressions and ventilations are 
applied simultaneously, as in the case of intubated patients.

3.1. State of the art

Pellis et al. were the first to suggest the ability of the TI signal acquired by defibrillators to deter-
mine the presence or absence of breathing, back in 2002 [12]. In an experiment with anesthetized 
swine, they found that the TI signal acquired through conventional defibrillation electrodes 
showed large fluctuations time coincident with the ventilations identified in the capnogram.

In 2006, Losert et al. performed a clinical study to investigate the potential of the TI measured 
via defibrillator pads for measuring ventilation rate and inspiration time [8]. They selected a 
convenience sample of mechanical ventilated patients, cardiac arrest patients and patients after 
restoration of spontaneous circulation, and calculated the correlation in waveform between TI 
and tidal volume given by a ventilator. The median correlation between the impedance wave-
form and the tidal volume waveform was 0.97 for all patient groups. They concluded that the 
TI provides information regarding tidal volumes when chest compressions are interrupted, 
and that it can be useful to quantify ventilation rates and inspiration times.

The following year, Risdal et al. proposed the first automated system to detect ventilation 
during ongoing CPR by analyzing the TI signal [27]. They developed a pattern-recognition-
based detector and used recordings of resuscitation efforts to train it and to evaluate its per-
formance. The annotated ventilations were detected with a sensitivity of 90% and a positive 
predictive value of 96%. Although the results were good, the method demanded high compu-
tational resources, which could limit its practical implementation.

Kramer-Johansen et al. used the TI signal to annotate ventilations in a clinical study about 
CPR quality before and after endotracheal intubation [28]. In 3% of the episodes, the fluctua-
tions induced by ventilations in the TI signal disappeared after placing the endotracheal tube. 

Figure 4. Segment of TI signal with artifact induced by chest compressions and fluctuations induced by ventilations.
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showed large fluctuations time coincident with the ventilations identified in the capnogram.

In 2006, Losert et al. performed a clinical study to investigate the potential of the TI measured 
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The authors suspected that this was due to accidental esophageal intubation and hypoth-
esized that analysis of the TI could be used to identify incorrect tube placement. Two years 
later, in a prospective clinical study [29], they confirmed that the TI was useful to detect 
misplaced endotracheal tubes. With a dataset of 123 esophageal and 178 tracheal ventilations, 
tube position was predicted with a sensitivity of 99% and a specificity of 97%.

More recently, in 2010, Edelson et al. developed and compared the performance of two methods 
to detect ventilations during CPR, one of them based on the TI signal and the other one based 
on the capnogram [30]. They concluded that both methods underestimated ventilation rate, and 
suggested that the optimal strategy could be combining them. The TI-based detector underes-
timated ventilation rate because of artifacts induced in the TI signal during chest compressions 
and patient movement and because low-amplitude ventilations generated too small fluctuations.

González-Otero et al. presented in a conference paper in 2013 a simple impedance-based 
method for ventilation detection during CPR [31]. Their aim was to develop a method to be 
implemented in AEDs for ventilation rate monitoring. The detection algorithm first identified 
fluctuations in the preprocessed TI signal. Then, it characterized the fluctuations by features 
of amplitude, duration, and slope. Finally, a decision system based on thresholds was applied 
to decide whether each fluctuation corresponded to a ventilation. When evaluated with out-
of-hospital cardiac arrest records, the algorithm presented a sensitivity and positive predic-
tive value of 97 and 95%, respectively.

In 2015, Alonso et al. combined a simple impedance-based method to identify ventilations 
in the TI with a method to identify chest compressions [32]. Their aim was to evaluate the 
accuracy and reliability of the TI signal to assess CPR quality metrics. Their combined detec-
tor provided good results with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest records, with a sensitivity and 
positive predictive value of 98 and 81% for ventilation detection.

3.2. Discussion

Respiration and assisted ventilation induce fluctuations in the TI signal acquired through 
defibrillation pads. Several authors have analyzed the ability of this signal to identify ventila-
tions, and concluded that the TI is an indicator of ventilation rate. However, the technology 
is not perfect. The main challenges to be addressed are that low-volume ventilations usually 
generate low-amplitude fluctuations difficult to detect, and that patient movement and chest 
compressions induce artifact in the TI signal that complicate ventilation detection. Although 
artifact induced by chest compressions can be suppressed using filtering techniques, residu-
als in the filtered TI signal may induce errors in the ventilation detection process.

Figure 5 shows two examples of the TI signal before and after being filtered for ventilation 
detection using the technique described in [31]. In example (a), the patient received six ven-
tilations (depicted with vertical red lines), the first two overlapped with chest compressions. 
After the filtering process, the artifact induced by chest compressions was suppressed, and 
the ventilations could be correctly identified. In example (b), the onset and the offset of the 
chest compression interval altered the filtered TI and induced fluctuations that were incor-
rectly identified as ventilations (false positives).
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Although there is still room for improvement, it is widely accepted that the TI signal is a reli-
able indicator of ventilation rate, and a good option when no other signal such as capnogra-
phy is available for ventilation monitoring. In fact, various commercial AEDs analyze the TI in 
real time to provide feedback to the rescuer regarding ventilation rate during the resuscitative 
attempt. Additionally, some manufacturers use the TI signal to compute ventilation rate in 
offline applications for episode debriefing.

4. Transthoracic impedance for chest compression characterization

Resuscitation guidelines emphasize the importance of providing high-quality chest com-
pressions during CPR, that is, compressions with an adequate rate and depth, completely 
releasing the chest after each compression, and minimizing interruptions [21]. During CPR, 
chest compressions induce fluctuations in the TI. These fluctuations are caused both by true 
variations in the impedance value associated to the thoracic volume change and by motion 
artifact induced by the disruption of the electrode-skin interface. Several researchers have 

Figure 5. Examples of TI signal before and after being filtered for ventilation detection. Example (a) illustrates correct 
ventilation identifications, while example (b) illustrates false-positive detections.
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The authors suspected that this was due to accidental esophageal intubation and hypoth-
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investigated the feasibility of using the TI signal to extract information about chest compres-
sions during CPR. Some of the proposed applications include identification of chest com-
pression pauses, calculation of chest compression rate, and estimation of chest compression 
depth. The following sections present an overview of the state of the art in those three topics.

4.1. Automated detection of pauses in chest compressions

Interruptions in chest compressions are frequent during out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. 
Following current resuscitation guidelines, chest compressions are interrupted for assisted 
ventilation (BLS sequence), to assess the rhythm, to defibrillate, and to change rescuers. These 
interruptions compromise the blood flow to the heart and brain and have an adverse effect on 
defibrillation success, and, consequently, on survival [33, 34].

The automated detection of pauses in chest compressions would be relevant for two main 
reasons. First, in the field of CPR quality, it would enable AEDs to provide feedback to the 
rescuer when too long interruptions in chest compressions are detected. Second, it would 
allow detecting CPR artifact-free ECG intervals (for example, pauses for ventilation of the 
patient or rescuer switch) in which the AEDs could reliably assess the ECG rhythm, without 
requiring an additional interruption of chest compressions for rhythm assessment.

Chest compressions and ventilations induce fast and slow fluctuations in the TI signal, respec-
tively. In 2012, González-Otero et al. published in a conference proceedings a simple method 
for the automated detection of pauses in chest compressions using the TI acquired by defi-
brillators [35]. Figure 6 illustrates the application of the method. The fluctuations induced 
by chest compressions (first panel) are first isolated by applying a filter that suppresses the 
fluctuations induced by ventilations. The result of this filtering process is shown in the second 
panel. Then, chest compressions are emphasized by computing the slope of the signal as the 
first difference, scaled and squared (third panel). Finally, the fluctuations are smoothed by 
applying a first-order low-pass filter of a cutoff frequency of 0.6 Hz, and using an adaptive 
threshold, the intervals without chest compressions are identified (fourth panel). A small 
delay correction is applied to the detected onset and offset of the chest compression pauses to 
compensate the delay introduced by the process.

The performance of this method was evaluated using 600 out-of-hospital cardiac arrest 
records. In the test database, sensitivity and positive predictive value for the detection of 
pauses in chest compressions were 93.9 and 96.2%, respectively. The difference between the 
durations of the detected and of the annotated pauses was 0.24 ± 0.73 s.

Some AEDs implement similar algorithms to identify too long pauses in chest compressions, 
and to prompt the rescuer to resume CPR. Additionally, the detected pauses, which are free 
of motion artifact induced by chest compressions, could be used by AEDs to launch a rhythm 
analysis, avoiding additional interruptions in chest compressions, as proposed by Ruiz de 
Gauna et al. in 2012 [36]. In 2013, Ruiz et al. analyzed the accuracy of a fast shock advice 
algorithm able to provide a shock/no shock decision in 3 s when it was launched during chest 
compression pauses [37]. Their algorithm was evaluated with 110 shockable and 466 non-
shockable segments extracted from 235 out-of-hospital cardiac arrest episodes. This dataset 
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comprised 4476 pauses, 2183 of them containing two ventilations. A total of 92% of the pauses 
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approximately every 20 s. Current resuscitation guidelines recommend interrupting CPR 
every 2 min for rhythm assessment. These preshock pauses would be eliminated by ana-
lyzing the rhythm during ventilation pauses. Additionally, a rhythm assessment would be 
performed every 20 s instead of every 2 min, so more information regarding rhythm evolution 
would be available. This could potentially be useful to guide the therapy, for example, by 
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4.2. Chest compression rate estimation

Resuscitation guidelines recommend providing chest compressions at a rate between 100 and 
120 compressions per minute (cpm) during CPR. Two studies found higher survival among 
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Figure 7. TI signals obtained from two different defibrillators during chest compressions.

with reduced compression depths, which are detrimental to survival. However, studies on 
CPR quality have shown that providing high-quality chest compressions is challenging both 
for laypeople and for well-trained rescuers [40].

The use of metronomes and real-time CPR feedback devices can improve adherence to CPR 
quality guidelines [41]. Metronomes generate regular audible beats that help rescuers to 
follow a rhythm, for example, recommended compression rate. Feedback systems are more 
sophisticated, and measure CPR performance in real time [42, 43]. Most of them are accessory 
devices that are placed between the hands of the rescuer and the chest of the patient during 
CPR. This adds complexity to the equipment and limits the widespread of feedback systems, 
particularly in BLS settings.

Chest compressions induce fluctuations in the TI signal. Analyzing these fluctuations could 
be a simple way to monitor chest compression rate without requiring additional devices. 
Several authors [32, 44–47] have suggested using the TI signal to compute chest compression 
rate either online, to provide feedback to the rescuer during a resuscitation attempt, or offline, 
for episode debriefing.

The main challenge in computing compression rate from the TI signal derives from the fact 
that an important component of the fluctuations induced in the TI is an artifact generated 
in the electrode-skin interface. As an artifact, its characteristics are influenced by many fac-
tors including the TI acquisition front-end, the electrode type, the stiffness of the patient’s 
chest and CPR performance (rate, depth, applied force and acceleration). Figure 7 shows 
two segments of TI signals acquired by different defibrillators with different TI acquisition 
front-ends. In both segments, the chest compressions were provided at a similar rate (about 
100 cpm). However, in example (a), the fluctuations induced in the TI signal were quite sinu-
soidal, while in example (b), they had a very strong second harmonic component, causing a 
distinct waveform.
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Most of the methods to compute compression rate from the TI signal that have been published 
in the literature were optimized and tested with subsets obtained from a single monitor-defibril-
lator, and thus the variability introduced by the signal acquisition front-end was not taken into 
account. A later study [47] presented a general method to calculate chest compression rate, and 
evaluated its accuracy with three different databases of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest records. The 
authors concluded that it is possible to reliably estimate compression rate by processing the TI, 
although the performance of the method will vary with the characteristics of the TI fluctuations.

Methods to measure compression rate based on the TI signal are being commercially used 
both in applications for episode debriefing and in defibrillators to provide feedback to the 
rescuers in real time.

4.3. Chest compression depth estimation

Feedback devices can be used during CPR to guide chest compression depth and improve CPR 
quality, but this implies using an additional device [42]. Some authors suggested that fluctuations 
induced in the TI could be a potential indicator of compression depth [48, 49]. Unfortunately, 
those studies were published in short communications, and details on the analytical methods 
and the datasets used were not provided. In 2012, Zhang et al. investigated the relationship 
between TI fluctuations and compression depth in an animal study [50]. Two experts provided 
chest compressions with different depths, suboptimal (35 mm) and optimal (50 mm), to 14 
anesthetized swine. They evaluated the correlation between the peak-through amplitude of the 
fluctuations induced in the TI during chest compressions and the compression depth, and found 
a high correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.89). Additionally, they found great dif-
ferences in TI amplitude between optimal and suboptimal depth groups. These results were 
promising, and suggested that TI could be useful for monitoring compression depth.

Two years later, Alonso et al. [51] studied the correlation of TI with compression depth using a 
large database of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest recordings. They extracted three morphologic 
features of the TI signal and analyzed their correlation with compression depth. This correla-
tion was evaluated for the whole population, for each patient individually, and for segments 
corresponding to a single patient and a single rescuer. Additionally, trying to replicate the 
experiments of Zhang et al., they included the correlation when only series of optimal or 
suboptimal chest compressions (no intermediate values) were included. In their study, the 
prediction of compression depth based on any of the morphologic features of the TI was 
highly unreliable. When only optimal and suboptimal chest compressions were included, the 
correlation coefficient increased, but there was still a high variability. The authors concluded 
that when a wide variety of patients and rescuers are included, chest compression depth 
could not be reliably estimated from features extracted from the TI signal.

5. Conclusions

The TI signal is potentially available in any resuscitation attempt in which adhesive defibril-
lation pads are used. This signal was customarily acquired to check if the defibrillation pads 
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were correctly attached to the chest of the patient and to adjust the energy of the defibrillat-
ing shock. In the last years, new applications have been suggested. Respiration (or assisted 
ventilation), changes in blood flow during the cardiac cycle, and chest compressions induce 
fluctuations in the TI. By analyzing these fluctuations, useful information can be extracted 
regarding CPR quality and patient status. Some of these new applications, such as TI-based 
ventilation rate and chest compression rate computation, have been thoroughly validated and 
are implemented in AEDs or in offline programs for episode debriefing. Other applications, 
such as circulation detection, require further studies before clinical use. Finally, with the cur-
rent technology, compression depth cannot be accurately computed from the TI signal. In 
any case, the TI signal has the potential to serve as a real-time noninvasive indicator of CPR 
quality and of patient status, and has the advantage of being widely available.
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